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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 1907.
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By Investigation of

the Interstate
Commission

Traveling Auditor Charles V.
Is still busy engaged In the draft
of a measure to' Improve and arrange
the revenue laws of the Territory and
to revise them. There will be no radical changes, but thechaages that will
be made will be in the line of simplification and harmonizing and revising
the present code. The measure will
be ready to be submlted to the Assembly by the end of the week.
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Disaster in Prussia Claims New Mexico Jobbers Alive
to Situation H. B,
164 Victims Another in
Interviewed.
France Perhaps as Many.
Cart-wrig-

Saarbrueck, Rhenish, Prussia, Jan.
Several hundred miners were entombed early today at the Reden coal
shaft by an explosion-cause- d
by fire
damp. At 1:30 o'clock this afternoon
C4 bodies and 1.7
dangerously Injured
miners had been taken out. It Is
feared the death list will be larger as
more than 100 miners are yet missing.
Fire Adds to Horror.
An outbreak of fire In the Reden
mine lute this afternoon has driven out
the rescuers. It Is considered probable that, one hundred more men
are still In the mine. The number of
dead Is now estimated at 200.
Mine Owned by Government.
The Reden mine Is owned by the
Six hundred
Prussian government.
men were working in tho shaft when
the explosion occurred.
Terrible Disaster in France.
Lens, France, Jan. 28. iA terrible
disaster involving the loss of many
lives occurred In a coal mine at
in the C'ourcers district, today. The
catastrophe was due lo an explosion
of fire damp.
Panic Followed Explosion.
A panic followed the explosion and
a greater part of the population of
the town rushed to the mouth of the
pit and prevented the work of rescue until the Gendarmes restored
28.
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Death List Exaggerated.
Paris, Jan. 2.S. Advices received at
the Ministry of Labor indicate that
Vassiere, chief engineer, and two assistants, were probably trie only victims of the explosion today at Lien-YeIt appears that they had gone
down In search of a gas leak, the task
not requiring the assistance of any
mine employes.
Over a Hundred Missing,
Of S12 miners who descended into
the pit this morning, (580 had been
brought to the surface at 2 o'clock this
afternoon. The bodies of the chief
engineer and his two assistants, horribly mangled, have been recovered.
It. is not yet known exactly how many
lives were lost, but it is believed over
a hundred perished.
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Says Mr. Beach of PrussianandFrench Hearing by InterDistrict Attornstate Commerce
Miners Die Like
Commission.
Rats in Trap.
ey's Bill.

'Mr. Beach's Bill, House Bill No. 1,
providing for election of district at
REPORT SENTTO CONGRESS torneys by the people which Is creating
much anxiety and a great deal of
work in certain quarters, was referred
to the Judiciary Committee of the
a
all
As Charged Strong ArguRuitt of
Competitors
Council this morning and ordered
Monoments Its Favor Should
Distinct Pol!cy How
printed. In administration circles In
which the bill is bitterly opposed, it
Become Law at Once.
poly Operates.
is claimed that six Council votes are
against the proposition while Its advocates assert that, although much
28.
"I want to state that I am a busi.Tan.
Washington, D. C,
That I
The Interstate Commerce Commis- work has been done by administration ness man not a politician.
sion sent to Congress today a report agents, the measure Is safe and will owe allegiance to no individual and
have no axe to grind ; that I was sent
s
vote and more.
of the investigations made hy It un- pass by
to the House of the
resolutions
der the
Tho political plot Is thickenin and Legislative Assembly from the Sevenconcerning the relations of common
carriers by rail to the production and there are conferences and conferences. teenth District, Grant, Luna, Dona
distribution of oil. The report covers Promises of appointment to office are Ana and Otero Counties, to reprethe distribution of petroleum ana its said to be floating about, but no one sent the people and It is the people of
products east of the Mississippi river, can tell at this time how responsible this Territory I am going to work for,
and, Incidentally, the Kansas and they are. In the corridors it Is stated first., last and all the time.'"
This frank statement was made to
Texas fields. The report points out that several members of the Council
New Mexican reporter Sunday hy
generally the methods by which the and of the House have been ap- a
Standard Oil Company "has built up proached and talked to iu this direc Frank W. Beach of Orogrande, Otero
and perpetuated its monopoly." It is tion.' Nothing definite or really tangi County, father of House Bill Number
One, an act with regard to the offices
asserted that "the ruin of its competi- ble can be obtained, however.
of district attorneys, and for other
tors has been a distinct part of the
purposes which passed the House by
policy of (he Standard Oil Company In WAS MOTIVE FOR
a vote of 17 to 7 Friday last.
(he past, systematically and persistKILLING REVENGE "I am amazed that a statement
ently pursued."
should be so generally made .that this
"N"o instance," the report says, "is
act is intended as a retaliatory measfound where any railway company lias Arrest of Street Car Conductor for
ure against the Governor of this TerMurder
Dr.
of
Townsend
May
been interested In oil lands or In peritory or any other individual. It Is
Solve
Mystery,
troleum production, and only one Innothing of the kind and who ever
stance Is shown where officials of a
New York, Jan. 27. Suspected of makes such a statement, knowingly or
in
Interested
wer,e
railway company
unknowingly, does so exactly contrary
the production a.id sale of oil. This knowing something about the death i.o the truth.
of Dr. Charles
W.
of
Townsend,
relates to certain officials of the Balti"House Bill Number One of which
Stalen Ialand, who was mysteriously
more and Ohio Southwestern Railroad
murdered at his home last Friday I have the honor to be the father and
Reof
slock
owned
the
having
Argand
night, 'the police yesterday arrested WMrh I drafted, after consultation
fining Company, which was at their John
with other legislators, Is nothing more
Bell, a former street car
to
sold
recommendtion afterward
nor less than home rule.
his home in Brooklyn.
at
the Standard Oil Company and the
"Do you know what home rule is?
was directed against Bell
Suspicion
lubricating contract which the road by the discovery that) his wife died
"Its government of the people by
Comto
Oil
transferred
the Galena
about a year ago after an operation the people and for the people in the
pany, a Standard Company.
attending childbirth. Dr. Townsend words of Lincoln. Its the platform
Profits are Very Great.
attended the woman and had charge of upon which Folk of Missouri, and Jebossism
"The Standard Oil Company largely tho operation. Bell is reported to rome of New York, over-rod-e
monopolizes the handling of petroleum have blamed Dr. Townsend for his and secured the endorsement, of the
from the mouth of the well until it is wife's death.
voters and thinking men all over the
sold to the retailer and sometimes to
United States.
the consumer, and under ordinary cir"If I tried, I could not give a better
cumstances ils margin or profit is very MACHINE EXPLODES
explanation of the bill than Is conthe
Estimates made in the report
large.
KILLING THREE tained in the copy read "before
show a profit of refined oil from the
House last Friday and which was pubSugar Creek Refinery at Kansas City Fatal Accident in Power House of lished Saturday in the New Mexican.
of from five to eight cents per gallon.
Aiiy one who can find any subterfuge,
Armour and Company's Packing
A much higher profit is Indicated for
hidden meaning, or anything else of
r Plant In Chicago.
that nature in the bill, you can say
gasoline. The sale of refined oil from
Frank AV.
the large Standard Refinery at WhitChicago, III., Jan. 2S. Three men this for me and that is
ing, is correspondingly profitable.
were killed and sixteen seriously in- Beach would not have introduced or
"The evidence shows little basis for jured today as the result of the ex- voted for that measure in the House.
"I know that the measure has the
(he contention that the enormous diviplosion of an lee machine in the powdends of the Slandard Oil Company er house of Armour & Company. approval of citizens all over New
are the legitimate result of Its econ- Twenty men were working In the Mexico. There Is not another state
disomics.
of the cylinder or territory in the Union where
Except for its pipe lines the room when
Standard has but little legitimate ad- on the ice machine blew off filling trict attorneys are not elected by the
voters.
the room with ammonia fumes.
vantage over the independent refiner.
Two of the men were instantly
"A pretty stale of affairs t'hU New
Pays for Newspaper Puffs.
"The Standard buys advertising killed and a third died 'on the way Mexico asking for statehood and then
space in many newspapers which it to the hospital. AH of the other men acknowledging that she Is not capafills, . not with advertisements,
but are In a serious condition at the hos- ble of electing by a vote of her tax'
with reading matter prepared by pital.
payers, the public prosecutors of her
It seems preposterous
own territory.
agents kept for that purpose, and paid
for at advertising rates, as ordinary PRELIMINARY STEPS
to me that we should aspire to elect
news. Tho assumption is that this litTAKEN IN TAX SUIT. a Governor, a treasurer, auditor and
erature furnishes many of the ideas
such other Important officials as a
state, when according to the statetouching the great benefits conferred
28.
M
AttorN.
Jan.
Albuquerque,
ments of some few legislators, we are
upon the public by the Standard Oil
ney E. L. Medler has returned from
fit to elect our district, attorneys
not
Company.
Santa Fe where last week he appear"Possession of the pipe lines en- ed as counsel for Dona Ana County as a territory.
"I am not asking anything personables the Standard absolutely to con- in 'the tax suit that the county has
but. I am
trol the price of crude petroleum and instituted against Numa. Raymond, a ally from this Legislature
the price which its competitors in a 'ormer resident of Las Cruces, but advocating and working for every
I know the people of New
given locality shalliray. It can raise now riving In Geneva Switzerland, to measure,
not vote oththe. price in one locality and obtain recover back taxes amounting to over Mexico want. I could
erwise on House Bill Number One,
Its own oil from another and reverse 1150,000 which It alleges are due.
of the oath
the process when It desires to do so.
The action came on before Judge and fulfill the obligations
office.
of
my
Whoever controls the avenue of trans- Parker of the Third District on the
"The charges that, an attempt to
portation, of theraw material or of the question raised by the defense as to
the disrefined produce can speedily drive his the statute of limitations as applied railroad through the house,
Is also a fabricatrict
bill,
attorneys'
to
that
taxes.
back
was
It
out
of
"argued
competitors
existence, and the
production and distribution of petrol- the taxes due for more than seven tion.
"The motion to suspend the rules
eum is no exception to the rule."
years could not be collected, whereas
take up the bill was for noth'ng
and
the plaintiff seeks to go back In Us
Receives Aid from Railroads.
else in the world than to try and
Parkaction
for
Judge
years.
'wenty'
The pipe line system of me StandIts contents
col- have the bill read so that
ard, the report contends, is not a nat- er held t)iat the question of the
A legislator who
known.
be
t
might
be
taxes
should
ural, but rather an artificial advant- lection of these
without knowing
to argument on the merits of the would vote for a bill
age. It is argued that the reason why
its contents would be nothing but a
case.
long pipe lines competing with those
a place in any
The case will come up for hearing fool and unfit to hold
of the Standard have not been proSome of the House memAssembly.
on
In
merits
its
late
February.
vided Is found In obstacles In the way
bers misunderstood what was being
of such undertakings having been opdone last Thursday when the bill was
CORONER'S VERDICT SAYS
to their
posed by the railroads whose
MURDER Introduced and voted contrary
WILFUL
WAS
IT
has generally stood as a Chinown and the people's interest.,
ese wall gainst all attempts to ex"No attempt was made to conceal
28. A verdict of "wiltend pipe lines. Ordinarily, it is said, fulLondon, Jan.
murder" was rendered by the cor- the nature of the bill and statements
the Standard has not received rebates oner's
jury this morning against Hor- to the contrary are not true.
In recent years, so far as has been
"I am In favor of having the chief
ace George Rayner, who shot and
discovered, but It has never'heless en- killed William
a wealthy clerk in both Houses of this AssemWhltely,
joyed secret rates possessing all of merchant on January 24. But few bly, Instructed to submit any bill to
the elements of illegal rates and the additional facts have
as
developed in the the press and to others interested
advantages so obtained over Independ- murder and the police are Inclined to soon as possible after it is introduced.
ent shippers have been of very great believe that it was a case of an at"The day of Home Rule is. here to
value to that company. Numerous Instay and those who attempt to oppose
tempt to blackmail the merchant.
stances of discrimination In favor of
It, will gain nothing but the loss of
the Standard resulting from the pub- HEART FAILURE CLAIMS
confidence on the part of the people
lished railway rates were found, says
and political ruin for themselves.
FORMER CONGRESSMAN
the report. In this connection the fol"House Bill Number 1 Is a good
lowing is an Instance given: A low
I. T., Jan. 28. Rich- measure for the benefit, of the people
Bartlelsville,
rate of 10 cents per 100 pounds upon
deard T. Blue, a prominent attorney and and should become a law without
petroleum and its products existed for formerly congressman from the Third lay"
many years from Neodesha, Kansas, District of Kansas, died of heart, diswhere the Standard operated a refin- ease at his home here
today. Blue BURLINGTON AIDS
ery, to Kansas City. This was f.or the served
the Civil War In the
Interest of the Standard; but when Union through
GREAT NORTHERN
and emerged with the
the Standard constructed its refinery title of Army
colonel.
at Sugar Creek, Kansas, and connected
Omaha, Neb., Jan.
It hy pipe line with the Kansas oil
James J. Hill, of the Great Northern
PUBLISHING PLANT BURNED
wells, the rail rate was advanced from
LOSS ALMOST A MILLION. Railroad has called upon the Burling10 to 17 cents
per hundred pounds. ' Springfield, Mass., Jan. 28. The Im- ton Railway to help raise the blockWhile the railways Insist that this mense
plant of the Phelps Publishing ade on the Northern Pacific in the
was not done at the instance of the
and the Burlington has respondCompany in this city, was destroyed
'
Standard, the significant fact, remains by fire early this
The loss ed by sending twelve of its heaviest
morning.
In tills and many.-othcases called will reach a miilllon dollars.
The locomotives from its Nebraska divito the Commission's
attention, that company published several leading sion to the Northern Pacific. If posthe rate was not changed until it came
and sible, six more locomotives- will go
magazines, Including "Farm
Home," and the "OraD"- Farm- from Nebraska, although there is a
(Continued on Page 8).
er."
shortage of motive power in this state.
Tillman-Gillespi-

DIP
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FIREMEN BURIED
BY FALLING WALLS
Fire

Destroyed Big Buffalo Office
Today, Entailing Loss

Building

of $500,000.
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 2S. The Columbia building, an
structure,
located at Seneca and Wells Streets,
was burned this morning, involving a
financial loss of $500,000. Three firemen are missing, having been caught
with twelve more firemen in the collapse of the walls of tho building.
The firemen, who wore working
upon the root of an adjoinng warehouse, saw the tottering walls and
started to run down a flight of stairs,
but were caught by the debris which
crashed through the roof of the warehouse. The names of the missing firemen are Hinkey Norton and Megan, '
eight-stor-

THAW JURY IS
ALMOST COMPLETE
Total Number Now Drawn is Eight-Ruof Dissensions In
Family Denied.
New York, Jan. 28. One more juror
was added to the panel which is to try
Harry K. Thaw for the killing of Stanford White, making eight jurors thus
far selected. All the members of the
Thaw family were in court today except Jos ah Thaw, a brother of the accused,
The Countess of Yarmouth was sufficiently recovered from her cold to
attend. Her constant coughing was a
refutation of the statement that she
was remaining away because of dissensions In the family as regards Mrs.
Harry Thaw and her companion. Miss
McKenzle. The latter was also there.
mors

I
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CLOUDBURST
DROWNS MANY
Terrific Rain In Hong Kong Harbor
Sank Fifty Chinese Craft Over
a Hundred Perished.
Hong Kong, Jan. 28. A terrific rain
storm broke over Hong Kong this
morning and in the space of ten minutes the cloudburst sank over fifty
Chinese craft In the harbor. More
than a hundred natives were drowned,
but there were no casualties among
the white people. Launches rescued
many of the occupants of the swamped
boats.
DELEGATE ANDREWS
SECURES ANOTHER PENSION.
Washington, D. C, Jail. 28. Today
Delegate Andrews secured the passage by the House of a bill granting a
pension to Antonio Archuleta, of New
Mexico.

ht

At the railroad rate hearing before
the Interstate Commerce Commission
held last week in Denver a petition in
intervention was submitted to Commissioner C. A. Prouty by wholesale
merchants of New Mexico In the case
of Ceorge J. Kindel of Denver vs.
New York New Haven and Hartford
Railroad Company et al. H. B.
of this city was one. of the
committee sent from the Sunshine
Territory as a representative of the
Wholesale Grocers' Club of New MexCart-wrig-

ico.

Want Freight Rates Adjusted.
"We are working to get the freight
nites adjusted more fairly to the citizens of New Mexico." Mr. Cartwright.
said when asked hy a. reporter of the
New Mexican concerning the suit filed
in Denver. "We made our complaints
to the Interstato Commerce Commission, through Mr. Browne, our secer-tary-.
Commissioner Prouty told us
we could file a petition in intervention and It would bo given consideration which we did.
New Mexico Discriminated Against.
"The way we are situated here Denver and Colorado common points have
much lower freight rates of many commodities on the north and El Paso
has cheaper rates on the south which
places the New Mexico jobbers between two fires. The Denver suit was
brought with the view of having the
rates reduced to Colorado common
points and we Intervened to have the
rates lowered proportionately to New
Mexico.
General freight agents and
attorneys of all of the principal railroads of the West were present at this
hearing and we have assurances that
the most glaring discriminations will
he adjusted In the near future.
Rates from East Unfair.
'
"New Mexico jobbers have no par- ticuMr fault to find with the distributing rates charged. The discrimination that we want to have corrected Is
In the through rates from the East. The
distributing rates from jobbing towns
In the Territory over the Atchison.
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway and the
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad are
reasonable.
Tho Santa Fe Central
rates discriminate against the jobbers
of the Territory, however, as for instance a fourth class rate is made
from Santa Fe to Willard of 45 cents
and to Torrance of CI cents, whereas
the""other roads make rates in the
same class from 23 to 2.r cents for
the same distances. The Santa Fe
Central In connection with the Colorado and Southern and the Rock Island
makes a rate of 75 cents from Denver.''
Many Jobbers Attended Hearing.
Besides Mr. Cartwright other jobbers from New Mexico in attendance
at the hearing in Denver were M. W.
Browne, of Las Vegas; George Arnot,
of Albuquerque; C. D. Remsberg, of
Raton, and C. N. Cotton, of Gallup.
The following Is a copy of the petition
of intervention;
Petition of Intervention.
George J. Kindel,
vs.
Petition in Intervention
New York, Now Haven and Hartford
Railroad Company, et al.
Now come
The Remsberg Mercantile Company,
Raton, N. M.,
Gross, Kelly & Company, Las Vegas, N. M.,
Gross, Kelly & Company, Albuquerque, N. M.
Browne & Manzanares' Company,
Las Vegas, N. M.
H. B. Cartwright & Brother, Santa

NO. 291.

and such rates are made with a view
to enabling petitioners and other
wholesale dealers and distributors in
the Territory of New Mexico to meet
and compete with any rates that can
be made by wholesale dealers and distributors at said Colorado points.
5. That if the rales to
Colorado
common points upon the different
classes of classified goods and upon
many goods which have commodity
rates, should be lowered, without a
corresponding reduction to New Mexico points, such lowering of rates
would seriously affect the business of
your petitioners, and would seriously
Injure them, and would compel them
either to retire from business, lu
some instances, or to obtain from the
said Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway Company, the Denver and
Rio Grande Railway Company, the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company; the Southern Pacific
Railway Company; the Santa Fe Central Railway Company, and other railroads a readjustment of the rates
which your petitioners now receive
from said companies.
"
f. That It is not the intention of
this petition to object to or protest
against, the giving of reasonable rates
to Denver, hut. if any class or commodity rates are lowered to Denver
from eastern points, then a 'corresponding reduction should be made to
points in New Mexico.
Wherefore, your petitioners
pray
that they may be permitted to file this,
their petition in intervention, in this
proceeding, and may lie allowed to
introduce evidence in support thereof.
RAMSRBRO
THE
MERCANTILE
COMPANY.
GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY,
GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY,
COMBROWNE & MANZANARES
PANY,
H. B. CARTWRIGHT & BROTHER,
L. B. PUTNEY.
JONES DOWNES
C. N. COTTON

& COMPANY,
COMPANY!

Per
M.

W.

BROWNE,

The Agent.

MEETING OF CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD
Held

Today at Palace Hotel
journed Session Scheduled
for Tonight,

Ad-

A meeting of the New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board was held this forenoon at the Palace Hotel, President E.
G, Austen of Las Vegas presiding, and
Secretary Will C. Barnes of Las Vegas
was at his post. There were present
Colonel W. H. Jack, of Silver City;
Colonel C. L. Ballard, of Roswell, and
Hon. Robert Martin of Cnchillo. W.
C. McDonald, of Carri.ozo, was the
only absentee at the meeting and he
will be here in time for the adjourned
session which will be held tonight at
7:30 o'clock.
Nothing but routine,
business was transacted at, the meet
lng this morning.

TO INVESTIGATE
CORRESPONDENTS

SIXTH
LEGISLATURE

District Attorney's
Bill to Judiciary

Committee.
T

To Complete Scenic Hieh- way to Las Vegas Extend Limits Capital.
Today was a quiet one in the
Legislative Assembly. The
Council held a short session this
Thirty-sev-

enth

mnrnimr

jitleiwiinrr In al! Iwiutnrwu

I

hut

came up in regular order and adjourn
ed until jii o clock tomorrow morning. The House met at. 2 o'clock this
afternoon.
THE COUNCIL.
Sixth Day Morning Session.
President. Spiess called the Council
to order at. 10 o'clock thij morning
for the sixth day's session. The Invocation was offered by Ihe chaplain
followed by the reading of the roll.
All responded
present except. Mr.
Richards, member of the Council from
district nine, Socorro and Sierra Counties.
Chief Clerk Martin read the journal of Friday's session and upon mo
tion duly seconded and carried, the
journal was ordered approved as
read.
The committee on engrossed hills.
Mr. Dalies, chairman, then reported
that it had compared Council Resolutions Number One and Two to supply
members with matters of reference
and Council Memorial Number One
for the restoration to entry of public land's in San Juan County and
found them correct. The rejiort of
the committee, upon motion duly seconded and carried, was adopted.
The report of the committee on
rules, Mr. Martinez, chairman, was
received by the Council.
Upon motion of Mr. Martinez, the report was
read in full by Chief Clerk Martin,
the rules recommended by the committee being those of lSfll with a few
minor changes.
Ujwii motion of Mr. Chaves, seconded and carried, the report and the
rules recommended by the committee,
were adopted by the Council.
The rules will he printed and a copy
supplied to each member of the Assembly.
Mr. Martinez introduced Council
Resolution Number Five, to give rent,
free, to the Historical Society of New
Mexico, two additional rooms In the
Old Palace, the rooms being those
formerly occupied by Judge N, B.
Laughlin, as an office suite. Upon
motion of Mr, Chaves, seconded and
carried, the rules were suspended,
and the resolution was read a second

Texas Legislature Up in Arms Over
Report Sent Out from Austin
time.
Charging Corruption.
Austin, Texas, Jan. 28. A telegram
which Is acknowledged to have been
sent from here to certain newspapers
charges that Senator Bailey corrupted the morals and secured the
voting strength of the legislature in
Ills' recent race for
as
United States senator by "the use of
win, women and money." The members of the legislature resent this
statement and today they appointed a
committee to investigate the conduct
of the newspaper men In this city to
see If anyone here sent out the story.

BURNED TO DEATH
IN BED CHAMBER
Horrible Tragedy in Pittsburg Mystifies the Police Was It Murder
or Suicide?

Albert
Pa., Jan. 28.
Pittsburg,
Houck found the body of his wife lyburned
ing on a table in her
to a crisp when he returned home
late last night. Nothing else in the
room, not even the table on which
the body of the woman was found,
was burned. Houck says that all the
'Fe, N. M.
doors of the house were locked And
;L. B. Putney, Albuquerque, N. M.
Jones, Downes & Company, Silver the lights were out when he returned
and he was compelled to climb
City, N. M., and
C. N. Cotton Company, Gallup, N. M. through a cellar window to get in.
and respectfully ask to be permitted The police are mystified.
to intervene in said cases; and, for
grounds thereof, the above named pe- VANWYK GUILTY
titioners show.
HIS WIFE FREED
I. That they are respectively, engaged In the wholesale grocery business In the Territory of New Mexico, Second Hearing of Sensational Coloand have their places of business at
rado Murder Trial Ends at
the points above respectively menSterling.
tioned.
2.
at
That they purchased goods
Sterling, Colo., Jan. 28. The Jury
Chicago, St. Louis, Missouri Jtlver in the Van Wyk murder case today
points, and other points east thereof, found Gerret Van Wyk guilty in the
all of which are shipped to their re- first degree of murdering his sister-in-laGarretle J. Haast, a year ago last
spective places of business over the
roads of the Atchison, Topeka, and month. Mrs. Van Wyk, who was
Santa Fe Railway Company; the Den- charged jointly with her husband was
ver & Rio Grande Railway Company; acquitted. At the previous trial both
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific were found guilty. The defense will
RaH way Company; the Southern Pa- ask for a new trial. The alleged mocific Railway Company; the Santa Fe tive for the crime was to secure the
Central Railway Company and other insurance carried by the dead woman
railroads.
amounting to $10,000.
3. That they distribute the goods
and merchandise in which they re- DEATH OF MRS.
W. H. MANDERFIELD
spectively deal, at various points
within the Territory of New Mexico
As the New Mexican goes to press,
and the Territory of Arizona.
'
4.
That the rates of freight, It is learned that Mrs. W. H.
who has ben ill for several
charged petitioners for shipments
from eastern points to their respec- days, died this afternoon at 3 o'clock,
tive distributing points are largely of a complication of diseases, More
based upon rates from such eastern extended notice of the deceased will
points to Colorado common points, appear in tomorrow's issue.
bed-roo-

l,

Upon motion of Mr. Martinez, seconded and carried, the rules were further suspended and the resolution was
read a third time preparatory to its
passage. Mr. Martinez thou moved
that the resolution do now be passed.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Sargent then introduced the
following three bills:
Council Bill Number Eight, an act
to autorize the Territorial Auditor
and Treasured to harmonize certain
on
discrepancies of long standing
their books and for other purposes.
Upon motion of Mr. Sargent, seconded and carried, the bill was read a
second time and referred to the Committee on Finance.
Council Bill Number Nine, an act
to amend sections of the laws of 190!?
relative to the offices of the Auditor
and Traveling Auditor of New Mexico
and their duties.
On motion of Mr. Sargent, seconded
and carried, the bill was read a second time by title and referred to the
Committee on Finance.
Council Bill Number Ten, an act relating to the collection of delinquent
taxes and for other purposes. Mr.
Sargent moved that the bill be read
a second time by title and be referred
to the proper committee. The motion
prevailed. The bill was read by title
and referred to the Finance Committee.
Under the business order of Joint
Resolutions on their second reading.
Joint Resolution Number Four, Introduced by Mr. Cameron, providing for
the pay of extra employes, was read
a second time by the Chief Clerk, Mr.
Martin, in full and referred to the
Committee on Finance.
Under order of business on the
President's desk, House Bill Number
One, an act relative to the offices of
district attorneys and Cor other purposes which passed the House Friday,
was read the first time by title. Mr.
Mlera, in a motion duly seconded and
carried, asked that the bill be read a
second time in full and referred to
the proper committee and that It also
be translated, printed and supplied in
copy to the Council members. The
bill was read a second time in full
and referred to the Committee on

President Spiess then announced
that 'he had signed Council Joint
Resolutions Numbers One and Two
and Council Memorial Number One.
The Council then adjourned until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
THE HOUSE.
Sixth Day Afternoon Session.
Pursuant to adjournment the House
,

(Continued on Page 8).
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DAWN '

phnrelne that recent Senatorial elec
tions In which Republican Senators
have been chosen, have been corrupt;
that these elections were bought and
that boodle and graft held sway; that
there is no honesty, no decency and
no patriotism in Republican Legislanautors, and so on and so forth, and
are
kind
of
this
reflections
seating
found In New Mexico in the Albuquerque Fakir Journal and a few
to these
weekly followers. Referring
yellow papers and their antics, the
Pueblo Chieftain views the situation
pertinently and timely when it says
orators and wilder-eyethat some
editors in speaking of the recent
election of Senator Guggenheim have
"Colorado Is now a corscreeched:
rupt mid purchaseable state, where
the senatorship Is auctioned off as it
is In Montana and Delaware.'1
Poor little Delaware has been made
the victim of the assaults of every
empty pated speaker and writer for
the past ten years.
As a matter of fact, the people or
Delaware deserve unstinted praise for
heir courage and
their fortitude,
their honesty,
Vnr fifteen vears. ,1. Edward Ad- dicks tried to purchase the senatorship
in tills little state of only three counties, and spent, in the operation fully
two millions of dollars, but. he could
not and did not succeed, and last year
was forced entirely out of sight In the
Delaware political world.
Surely this sort of unassailable political virtue on the part of the peo
instead
pie of Delaware merits praise,
of contumely, and with thoughtful and
well Informed people, the people of
Delaware are accorded the highest
honor for their firm anil steadfast resistance to the blandishments of the
Almighty Dollar.
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In the fullness of their lives there
comes to many an hour, a day or a
(week when the dead weight of black

Despair crushes the last hope and the

(thought of earthly existence fills them
with a weariness unutterable. Then
jit is that certain natures walk to tha
by its aw-ifu- l
(Brink, and

wild-eye-

mystery, stand staring into th6
depths, while the icy sweat
gathers on their brows and their limbs
;'?hake like
reeds.
So it came about that Kent stood
'ooklng from the black doorway of
.he warehouse into the early night.
ment" movements that have behind
REPREHENSIBLE
POLITICAL
!
It was a long time since Kent had
thorn naught but colossal egotism or
EGOTISM.
been happy, so long, in fact, that .he
kind
of
worst
selfishness.
the
political
It is not only in New Mexico where
sometimes doubted that he ever had
there are
Still, his experience was but
Republicans who The only reforms that are permanent
jheen.
seize every occasion to denounce and must be achieved by ihc voters within
thau
,the story of a man bitterer
All
to oppose party organization
most men's, possibly yet commonand parly lines and organizations.
place enough to make the details unparty leaders tor no other reasons other movements are bound to be
than the idea that their self import- ephemeral and barren of permanent
necessary telling. Suffice to say, he
had looked from sunset until dawn
ance is accentuated by such a course results.
and because that is the only way that
,into the muzzle of his own gun, and
inow was telling himself that he had
they will receive notice by the pub- DESERVING CAREFUL CONSIDER
lic.
ATION.
The St. Louis
;jeen enough of this thing called Life,
'and that he would have uo more of
Indecomments upon these
There are nineteen pupils in the
It.
It was not worth its suffering.
institute for the Blind at Alaniogordo
pendents as follows:
He turned up his collar and looked
"Thr.e are persons who look on all at present, and there will be nineteen
from the doorway
Coming
again.
organized political parties as bad and in the Institute for the Deaf and
down the empty street that led to the
the combining of men for sustained Dumb in Santa Fe within a day or
wharves ho saw a woman who leaned
two.
The buildings at these insti
political action as opposed to goo
far forward as she forced her slender
government. Certain persons during a tutes are ample lVr a limited number
form against the burly strength
of
of pupils and will do for some years
time of war will fight, only as
the wind
or bushwhackers. They lin.! to come. If the prestuit ratio of
"You ae going to a boat?" he indiscipline irksome and, atlr: their growth of this Territory and future
quired.
neither
otli-aState
Sunshine
keeps up,
fashion, support one side or tV
She looked at his face for the first
far as it suits their purposes or building will be large enough to ac
time and answered him rapidly: "Yes,
whims. In the first place, the assump- commodate those who will apply and
the Senator. It sails at nine and. I
tion that all political parties are bad who will be entitled lo admission when
must hurry."
She stepped to the
roll
five
additional
CONSUMPTIVES.
and
FOR
around,
SANITARIA
is as foolish as a theory that all
years
and Kent stood watching
pavement
in
the
will
arami.modations
and
introduced
A bill has been
men are bad. Parties are a growth buildings
her fighting against the wind. A wild
$50,000
Five years are not. a Texas Senate appropriating
in response to public issues as they be necessary.
Impulse surged within him.
arise. They 'announce their princi- long time in the life of a common- for a state sanitarium for the treatWhat better way to end it all than
It
will
Owing
and
wealth
tuberculosis
of
swiftly.
ment
pass
they
increase
decline
or
patients.
according
ples and
a plunge from the deck?
A brief
condition
for
trouble
be
financial
wculd
to the wretched
borrowing great
to the efficiency they shov in dealing
with the waves, a dream of
struggle
of
a
source
not
pass fields
of the big. state, the bill may
with political questions and in bear- the future and become
and music, and then the last
ing the responsibilities, with which great expense, were the recommenda at. this session but eventually, Texas great unconsciousness. No one would
to
move
New
York,
of
tion
Governor
are
'like
do
be
Hagerman
will
intrusted.
Parties
Pennsylvania,
they may
ever know what had become of him.
by no means of equal mei it, and the the location of the Institute for the and other states have done and pro- Gossiping tongues could say no more
cure
Alato
from
climate
Deaf
this
Dumb
the
and
city
vide sanitaria where
logical course is to support the best
jthan that he had disappeared.
one, requring it' to be faithful to prin- niogordo anil there consolidate it will he applied to cases of tuberculo"I am Koing to the Senator also,"
ciples and to show by results that it with the Institute for the Blind, to sis. It were wiser on the part of the he shouted, hurrying to her side.
is competent.
The independent, at be taken seriously and favorably act- states to iprovide for the establish"Take my arm and hang on hard."
least in many cases, looks coldly on ed upon. The action would not only ment of such sanitaria in the southShe stopped short, shot him a quick
would
of
cure
to
interests
best
the
not
redound
climate
tickwest where the
all parties, and votes a medley
upward
glance and then he felt her
would
et for the sake of avoiding the ap- the psople, but' would prove injurious yield the best results but it
close upon his sleeve. Flushed
fingers
This and costly.
be expecting too much of the average and
pearance of party regularity.
bieathing heavily they crossed
As far as the location of the Re- eoninionwenli.il to appropriate money ithe
sort of politics has the vital defect of
gangway and stood before the
Is
its
III
at.
to
within
El
not
located
form
School
concerned,
is
institutions
for
treating all parties alike, which
office of the purser.
A reboundaries. New" Mlexico, too, will
manifestly wrong unless all are alike. that should remain as it is.
"Yes, the ship is going to sail toto
Parties are not all on the same level form schrel for boys or for gilds sooner or later find it necessary
said that official In a matter
night,"
should not be too near a railroad. It provide for the indigent consumptives, of
in aims or ability in performance.
fact toae. "The cargo has got to1
the
as
much
outside
as
be
from
come
isolated
should
whom
is
of
not
all
possible
best
the
of
choice
Therefore, the
go, gale or no gale. But all our pasin order that the inmates might bo Territorial limits for of late years tua duty, 'holding it accountable if it ofsenger! have canceled their berths
instisome
in
the
and
hold
more
that
berculosis has taken
safely
fers a candidate who lacks Integrity kept
and you two will have the salon to
or fitness, with specific proofs that tution might be governed more easily, unlive homes Into which infection yourselves.
Of course, you underThe was brought either by contact with stand It
and properly.
economically
such is the case.
Is. going to be pretty rough
at El Rito are completed consumptives or by unsanitary living. outside."
"But there are also bogus independ- buildings
for occupancy, but the Re:
ents who busy themselves in efforts to and ready
She nodded and both made their
form School has not been opened on
The reputable and public spirited way to the salon.
so
that
they
disorganize all parties
alnot
account of lack of appropriations,
newspapers of the Territory do
From out of the great rfortheast
may iplay favorites of their own. Anthere are quite a number of look upon the work of the nureau of there
other counterfeit variety i? a party though!
swept that, night a gale that
who should be Immigration as does Governor Hagerin
the
boys
Territory
man who, finding from the advance
whipped itself Into a hurricane.
confined
in
of
there
these
sn
sent
papers Huger and more huge rose the steep
being
far
place
man.
Indeed,
canvass that defeat, is ahead, starts an
in the penitentiary or in jails. The have taken quite a. different view of hills before the
laboring Senator,
independent racket in order to save
insituation and of. the Governor's black, solid, battering her front with
question of these three territorial
something from the Impending wreck. stitutions is a serious one and de- the
hia
in
Bureau
the
remarks
concerning
herculean blows, twisting her steel
If all the cuiimng manipulation of this
mands the strictest and most careful message to the
Legis- frame like a
giant wrestler.
sort could be" laid bare, tfes public
of
the
at
hands
a.
recent
issue
attention
and
In
inquiry
lative Assembly.
From the depths of his big chair in
would be amazed at its utter disregard
edian
the Assembly.
he New Mexican
the salon Kent watched the girl as
Organized parof what is truthful.
torial uncn the subject from the Carls- she sat H3arly opposite him. She had
ties make their nominations by direct
the
or delegate conventions. THE PRESERVATION OF ARCHAE- had Argus. The Las Vegas Optic,Mexi- - listlessly thrown aside her hat and
primaries
OLOGICAL OBJECTS AND
under the lights of the cabin the
leading paper in northern New
The machinery may not be perfect,
this editorial dark masses of her hair shone with
ico, also
RUINS.
but it is the best to be had at this
The action of President Roosevelt with approval and there are many the luster of polished ebony.
time. Those parties offer platforms
Then suddenly she arose and glancalso. The bunko independents, insist- in withdrawing certain lands in the others.
of this great country from
neither to right or left went withbad
southwest
ing
are
all
equally
that
parties
ing
n Holt on Saturday at- in a stateroom, while the man, sinking
land
or
laws
the
iiii
under
public,
nominations
fix
disposal
to
to
work
up
set
,
,,P T.l lower in
,!.,,v m
the chair, let his eyelids fall.
selections according to their own per ;i nd making them public reservations teniieu a iMnninuu?e
10 uecuizeus
Las
unices
and
Paso
contain
and
because
more
Endlessly the huge rollers came
they
objects
prob
sonal likes or dislikes, or,
v.wua,. .....
of archaeological and ethnologivise ways ami
thundering over the wallowing Senni
ably, according to their pet sonal in ruins
of a good wagon road between ator,
burying her beneath their
terests. The trick is called rising cal value and interest, meets with tion
., t,
n.n..um.
mi.,
.'black weight, crushing her down Into
above party, but is In reality, the flim- approval by people ail over this great U)e ass Liiy ami tm: v.u.v ui i.iunm.n,
to the fore !the depths, but each time she arose
flam of some supremely selfish clique country, especially by those who take Mr. Holt has always been
The in any project for the advancement, of like some half drowned thing and
an interest in such matters.
onerating on the guerrilla system.
Somewhat similar were the thoughts number of these is constantly and the Mesilla Valley and its people, and ;shudderingly shook herself free.
interest
For an hour Kent's eyes swept the
nf a learned divine, guest of Governor greatly on the increase and so is Is therefore taking an active
wnich ;length of the dim cabin listlessly
movement
In obin
Good
Roads
this
is
taken
that
the
interest
being
who
preached eloquently
Hagerman,
to. should be encouraged by the legisla- then suddenly he leaned forward.
in a local church yesterday on the sub jects of the class above referred
action of ture with a liberal appropriation. The From her stateroom the girl came
He said Referring to the recent
"Good
of
Citizenship."
ject
in such cases, Good, Roads movement promises sub- creeping and, with one hand against
in effect that unfortunately this cry President. Roosevelt
Denver
the
timely re- stantial returns to this Territory if It the wall to steady her, she slowly
all
over
the
Republican
heard
for good government
made her way towards where he sat.
from enmarks
that
withdrawing
by
not
an
country is tQ a great extent
man caught his breath and drew
ocThe
of
lands
areas
certain
public
honest cry, It does not come from the try
of
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal has further into the shadow as she passed
objects
is
conspicuous
it
cupied
by
in
is
selfishness,
rooted
it
heart,
scientific interest, always been a liar, but. these days it hlm in the half darkness. A moment
fostered by the men who are merely great natural and
has done all in takes the palm. The paper libels and jlater her fingers closed upon the knob
Roosevelt
President
been
after the things which have
to
for the admira- slanders many, In fact nearly all of of the door leading to the deck as
his
preserve
power
taken possession of by those whom
future genera- the members of the present Assembly, Jslie twisted and tugged at it vainly.
instruction
of
tion
and
New Mexico will
they denounce.
"Oh, oh!" she cried, as she turned
monuments
which, were they and soft soaps and guzzles over a few
never have good government If re tions
be would-bstatesmen and jackleg pol- jaway and covered her face with her
to
left
might
entry,
private
open
in
to
commence at the top
form is
iticians who give it some pap. Fortu- hands. A sudden lurch of the ship
or destroyed.
stead of at the root, in the homes of either monopolized
This was done under the provisions nately for the good name, fair fame threw her towards him and, springing
the people.
his feet, Kent caught her by the
of an act of Congress authorizing the and good reputation of the people of jto
arm.
In New York, eleven Reform Mu
in
is
without
cases
any
sheet
course
the
to
this
the
take
Territory,
president
Kent knew that one motive only
nicipal Ownership Aldermen recently where it appeared to him that the land appreciable influence except with a
walked into a trap set for them by should be withdrawn in the public
certain element of the community in could have actuated her to seek that
t
deck; and her motive had
the district attorney and the New
t.
its own town which is the worst and
been his motive of the hour before.
York "World and were caught red
of
It',
of
monuments
strata
lowest
natural
Ultimately
But for a woman like her! He grew
handed, each of them accepting a this kind will be made more accesscold at the thought.
El
bribe of $500 for his vote. Says the ible, in case interest in them justi
of
corners
At six of the busiest
'
"Go buck to your stateroom!" he
New York Tribune of this incident: fies that 'action, and there is hardly Paso, Texas, the Good Government
we
besan sternly, then caught her a sec-o- r
so
brief
a period
"And now after
a doubt that this will ho so when the League has spread huge banners with
I
time, for her knees had grown
have for the total achievement of this adjacent country becomes well filled the legend: "Fay Your Poll Tax."
and 3he was slipping to the floor.
movement with
limp
renot
his
who
promising
now
are
magnificently
does
poll
The citizen
The sites
pay
people.
one 'Holster' under arrest and ten oth- mote, and to reach them one must tax by the first of next month is dis- Then as he looked about the deck rose
ers explaining with desperate embar- endure more or less hardship; but in franchised for an entire year. That beneath his feet In a mighty upheaval
rassment a conspiracy of circum- time roads will be opened and roads is a drastic measure but may serve and the dull crash of rent wood and
stances of which they are the victims. hnttt. which will make them easily as a hint to New Mexico legislators .Iron filled his ears. Rendered awkKent's feet
It is painful to see radiant novelty accessible for tourists. The people of when they are devising a plan to ward by hisa burden
and he fell
threshold
upon
gripped
It
in
leer.
an
ancient
so
soon
voters
put on
that day will thank President. House compel the fifty thousand
di nly conscious that
forward
,'heavily
ef New Mexico
who habitually neglect
almost impels cynicism. It is strange volt fnr nreservinir monuments
had struck him violently
that it took the country so long to ap- such great Interest and Congress for to pay their poll tax to pony up Ihls something
iupon the head. And the next roll of
unof
the
the
in
hands
possibilities
his
political
authority
preciate
year.
(placing
the ship banging the door shut left
Independence. The old school of po- der which he has acted.
him and the one he had borne motionliticians scoffed at It. The independThe most expensive office at present less upon the floor of the smoking
ents of earlier, unenlightened days,
Texas has adopted the Pennsylvania to the Territory with the. least returns room.
'
'
were politically an Impossible race. method of collecting taxes, that Is, is that of the attorney general. The
the
be
done
In
well
nose
as
could
went
his
and
collector
by
tax
work
phariair,
about,
just
They
went about the deck
charging up the
Peterson
Capt.
saically thanking their gods that they bondsmen with the entire duplicate on district attorney whose residence Is at. giving his orders with cool preclslou.
of
were not as other men are, and they the assessment returns. The control- Santa Fe and for about
bore with them everywhere that brand ler's department at Austin only last the expense of the present arrangeThe New Mexican Bindery la turnof political Cain, 'Thou canst never be week sent out notices to every col- ment. All cost above that is necesing out some of the most artistic
the people's choice.' They were a lector of taxes in the state calling at- sarily luxury if nothing worse.
harmless we shall not say an inof- tention to the law that "no tax colbinding In the Southwest. It 1b the
There is a Senatorial deadlock In moit completely equipped blnderr in
fensive race but there was 'nothing lector in the slate shall be allowed
in it' for them save the unction of credit for lists of delinquent or insol- the Legislature of the sovereign state the Rocky Mourtain States south of
But those were vent taxpayers until he makes his of Rhode Island. Although small, Lit- ib headquarters for legal blanks of all
snug
Not oath in writing that he has exhausted tle Rhody proposes to be in the public kinds. The company makes a specialty
in dark ages of Independence.
In handling land office blanks, necessary
one appreciated what could be done all resources to collect said delinquent eye, and if nothing else will do It a
In homestead entries and in minwith independence until the great po- taxes under this act." Thi3 is taken stiff Senatorial deadlock must be kept
eral applications. Prices low, especilitical emancipator came out of the to mean that the tax collector will have up.
ally in quantities. Circulars giving
West (meaning Hearst), He taught to show not only in regard to other
An
It.
of
now
the Rough full Information furnish'
is
"The Hat
taxes, but to poll taxes as well, that
Independence practical politics."
Thus, the people are beginning to he has exhausted every effort and that Rider" and not the "Helmet of NaPresident Roosevelt is all
"inde- there Is no property, personal or other- varre."
size up correctly the
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
right,
"good
govern wise on which lie can levy.
pendent," "rejorm,"
Gloot-Democr-

self-style-

pi'er-rilla-

s

s
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The lashings of the life boals were
cut, the l'all3 manned unit oul of the
bowels of the ship the half drowneO
stokers came swarming.
Down to stateroom number 12 where
the only woman passenger
should
have been the purser ran and threw
open the door. Her hat and wraps
lay upon the bed, but the girl was not
there. Number 17, the stateroom assigned to the gentleman, was also vacant.
"They must have got out of the
cabin somehow and been swept overboard," said the captain, as last man
of all he took his place in the stern
sheets of a life boat. "Anyway, we
have got to get out of this." He gave
the order to lower away and the small
boats vanished Into the night.
Twenty miles east of Point
the lake shoals to a depth of
50 feet, and it so happened that It
was at this point that the Senator
made her final plunge. There she lay,
with her head upon the bottom and
stera afloat, submerged to the waist
and with the seas broaching over her.
An hour passed and the girl awoke.
Half bewildered and merely seeking
to get out of the dark den In which
she found herself, she got upon hands
and knees and crawled across the
floor that slanted almost like a roof.
A moment later she came across the
prostrate form of a man, and after
her first Instinctive recoil approached
him again and found that he breathed.
Then she searched his vest pocket,
found matches and struck one into a
flame. She saw that his head was
bleeding and without hesitation took
it in her lap, and strove to staunch
the red flow with her handkerchief.
The gray dawn filtered through the
windows and Kent opened his eyes
and stared blankly at her until returning memory told him who she
was. Next he smiled a bit and got
upon his feet with a good deal of
trouble. The girl was sitting with
hands clasped and face averted, and
without addressing her he scrambled
into the vestibule and from that out
to the slant deck.
The wind had dropped to half a gale,
and the seas, although still plenty
high enough, ran smoothly and no
longer broke over the floating stern.
He called to Her, telling her to get a
rug, and when she had dore that he
half dragged her up the steep Incline,
wrapped the rug about her and together they sat upon the deck In the
lee of the cabin with their backs
braced against it.
they watched the gray roll( Silently
ers race Into the west, and the low
flights of the scurrying storm clouds;
each knowing what the other thought.
"We have stood hand In hand upon
the Brink and gazed as deep as mor- -
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the Best Rcstacrarts in .he feuthwest.

tals can Into eternity," he said, gravely. "Are you glnd we got no further?"
She turned her face towards his own,
looking steadily into his eyes.
"Yes," she replied, "I am glad."
Then after a moment's pause:
"Have you, too, changtM your mind?'
He looked across the waste. "Yes,"
he said at length. "When 1 saw you
trying to gain that deck and realized
why yon wished to gain It well, I
forgot about myself. I only wanted
to reason you back to sanity."
"And except for that?"
"Except for that I should have
found a way to the deirk."
He drew
his coat closely about him, huddling
In it to escape the chill.
The planks beneath them heaved
and sunk, the spume fell about them
In spatters and above their heads the
gulls wheeled and cried.
A hoarse roar came
across the
waters and Kent springing to his feet
scrambled to the rail and waved his
arms frantically. A quarter of a mile
away, the smoke whipping from her
funnels In black streamers, a lake
liner was wallowing.
"They are lowering a surf boat
they are coming," said he with a
laugh as he turned upon the girl.
"Together we have walked to the
mouth of the Pit and together we
go back to new life, new work, new
hope yes, perhaps even to a new
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love."

He helped her to her feet and hand

In hand they stood" upon the deck,

watching the life boat as it came
steadily towards them over the crests
of the heaving seas.
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"Well," said Casey, "shure Iv'ry and official
compendlu
Irishman Is born wld a thirst."
business man
"Tis a lie!" hotly cried Madigan, every
who was a total abstainer, "there's Interest to every
lots av us has no thirst fur the liquor Price $1.60. Addresi
lean Printing Company
at all."
"Thrue for ye, but they hov a
The New Mexican ca,
thirst fur flghtin', or glory, or Bomo-thiequal lo that done In an)
like that."
cities. Our solicitor: Evi
out. Try our
Don't forget our large and complete fork we turn
come
certainly
will
and
you
bindery and job department. All work
have all the facilities for
handled promptly and in the moat
class of work, Indue?
manner. One trial makes you every
the best binderies in the
a permanent patron.
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one-tent- h

The public Is showing its apprecia
tlou of the attractive circulars sent
out by the New Mexican Printing
Company, in regard to rubber stamps,

'

The New Mexican Pnntinr
nas on hand a large supp,
the desk, and also for la
merchants; good anywhere,
sell them at five cents in b
but will give a discount on q

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed in
If you want, anything
blank form bv the New Mexlcaa
a New Mexlca: "d,"
Pr't,ing Company.
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BOY'S CORN

TlfE FIRST

pTIOpi
Or

BAJIf

SANTA FE,

GROWING CONTEST
of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts Contemplating Holding One
Liberal Cash Prizes.

College

Mesllla Park, N. M., Jan. 28. The
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts la contemplating
the holding of a Territorial Boys' Corn
Growing Contest this year. Liberal
cash prizes will be offered for the best
Free seed will be sent to
showing.
all those who wish to enter the

In 1170.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Establishes!
Cashier.
JOHN H. VAUGHN,
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
Assistant Cashier,
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WillafcB Will Jtflake

WILLARD,

a fowp

GATEWAY

THE

Willard is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancla Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water In abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
there is good water and plenty of It. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station In the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, siXty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings. It is worth your while to investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townslte is owned by
east-Lot-

s

Prof. J. J. Vernon, who is In charge
at the College has sent
notices to all county superintendents
Profits &MJK,
BMrslws n! Umfi"'
requesting them to take the lead in
Capita! imjm,
JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
Interesting the various boys in their
Call on or address
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER,
Treasurer.
districts in the contest They may.
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
if they choose, solicit tads and hold
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR,
Lome
a County Boys' Corn Crowing Contest
Transacts a genera! banking business In an its branches.
reason of Homeseekera tickets reading to other points the country around Willard has beer, somewhat overlooked and vacant w..J yet remains
and if these contests are held, those
on all kinds of personal and col-open to homestead entry comparatively close In.
money on the moet favorable terms
who win the prizes In the county contest will be eligible to enter the territimritv. Buys and tells bonds and stocks In all markets for
torial contest.
K
The holding of these contests would
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
IF WOMEU ONLY KNtW.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
result in great benefit as it will en
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
fill parte
of thi civilized
to
transfers
ofmonsy
makes telegraphic
farmers to try seed that
What a Heap of Happiness it Would
U. S- Mineral Surveyor
W
.
n courage
....
comes to them recommended.
to Santa Fe Homes.
New Mexls
Uaata
Bring
ATTORN
W.
world on as liberal terme fcs are given by any
F,
Palace.
Outlines of the contest, giving full
S.
A.
D.
A.
C.
J.
at
the
on
Dawe,
-- hii
time
allowed
Smith,
Interest
deposits
or nrlvate.
Hard to do housework with an achinformation, will be sent out by the
Waldron, Denver; R. A. Des Jardlne, ing back.
College within a few days.
MAX. FR08T.
NOTARY PUBLICS.
term.
or
month'
on
six
a
'
year's
annum,
cent
F.
St.
per
Louis; W. G. Perry, Chicago;
rate of threi er
Brings your hours of misery at leisure
at law.
Attorney
M. Andrews, Denver; James G. Caldor
work.
at
, -- .....,,..
,
New Mexico.
iAm nn Mniiinmanti of live stock and raroducts.
TO SPEND $150,000
L lucra!
m'wv
well, Jr., St. Louis; J. D. Tinsley,
If women only knew the cause-t- hat
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Mesllla
Jemez
II.
and
Park;
In
Harris,
Hugh
ths banking line,
IN ADVERTISING
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons
Forest Reserve; Mr. and Mrs. C. I.
Notary Public.
Backache
kidcome
crof
sick
pains
Is con- Office with the New Mexican
T.
B. HOLT,
J.
.Needles,
H,
Inman,
California;
ney-,
slms to extend to them as liberal trsatmsnt Ir, all respects, as
Santa
Will
Fe
Out
Send
Con
y
Railway
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Tonge, Estancla; James S. Duncan,
'Twould save much needless woe.
tracts this Week Country Press
i
uu
nnnHic
slutant wltn satet) ana in
Las Vegas; J. H. MeCutchen, AlbuNew Mexico.
Doan's Kidney Pills euro sick kid- Las Cruces,
Liberally
Represented.
The estronsge of the public Is respectfully so
Practices in the district courts as
querque; Carl A. Dalies, Willard; J. neys.
svotlt boxes for rei-tVan Houten, Itaton; Henry S, Fenwell as before the Supreme Court of
Santa
Fe
REAL ESTATE AND MINES.
endorse
this:
people
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 28. Within a
K llelted.
Xew York; W. It. Jack, Silver
Mrs. Juana Arias of San Francisco the Territory.
few days the Santa Fe will send out der,
Street, says: "For a year and a half
its cash advertising contracts to more City.
ROMAN L. BACA,
a pain across my back was very severe
Claire.
than one thousand naners alone Its
Real Estate and Mines.
Mrs. J. W. Meagan anfl children, and It increased so that I was comRICHARD H. HANNA.
lines. At this time no exact figures
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Alexander Read, pelled to take to my bed and stay
as to the extra amount the Santa Fe Durango, Colorado;
Attorney at Law.
Office Griffin building, Washington
for two weeks. C. M. Conklln,
Tlerra Amarilla; Clarence
there
Ullery,
Phone 6$.
will have to Day out can be clven. hut
Office, Grlfflu Blk Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
M.
C.
J.
F.
the
advised
my
Roswell;
knowing
Hatch,
condition,
Denver;
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
It will
undoubtedly run up as high as Taft, Fort Collins; J. S. Ferguson. use of Doan's Kidney Pills and they
KOBWKIX, NHW MBX1CO.
$150,000 per annum. This is In addiDenver; A. Vandewatt, Boston; A. R. were obtained for me at Ireland's
tion to the large sums
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
G. W. PRICHARD,
required to Sanders, New York; A. J. Buck,
Pharmacy. I used the remedy accordcarry out contracts in some of the
and Counselor at Law.
to directions when the attack of
Attorney
B.
H.
S.
ing
H.
Brook,
Phillips,
Tn MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
larger cities.
Practices in all the District Courts
Buckman; Abel B. Perea, Bernalillo; backache disappeared. This was eight
MASONIC.
The country Dress is lihernllv
months ago and I have not noticed and gives special attention to cases
Thomas N. Wllkerson, Frank A,
sented on the list, and it is believed
George R. Craig, Walter O'Brien, a return. Previous to using Doan's before the Territorial Supreme Court
Montezuma Lodge N"
tCstabJJsucd and Supported by the Territory.
after the new plan has been given a
a. a m
Charles S. Peterson, Kidney Pills I have tried plasters on Office, Laughliu Bit., Santa Fe, N. M.
i i
Albuquerque;
fair trial it will be preferred to the
I
but
as
well have
my back,
might
East Las Vegas.
r communication nrst.
5Js
i
former
much
used as
transportation arrangement.
brown paper. I am only
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Normandle.
too pleased to recommend a remedy
George Lavigne, Albuquerque; Jose
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Colieps. Now buildings, .all furnishings and equipments modern and comat Masonic Hall at 7:30
E. Gomez, San Ildefonso; P. Mestas, upon which the public can depend."
electric-lighteRAILROADS MUST
all conveniences.
baths,
plete;
Attorney at law.
CO
sale
For
all
dealers.
Price
by
P. m.
Santa Cruz; Lorenzo Montoya, San IlBant
Mexico.
New
Fe,
Co., Buffalo,
STAND TRIAL defonso; Antonio A. Carrera, Las cents.
H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDUY, U'iSO pertesslon. Session Is
Palace Ave. ALAN
New York, sole agents for the United Office, Bens Blk.
R. McCORD, Cecy.
hrae terms of thirteen weeks each.
Vegas; R. O. Martin, Moriarty; Mr.
States.
Court Overrules Demurrers Filed to and Mrs. R. B.
Maupln, Tres Pledras; ;
Remember the name Doan's and
Indictments for DiscrimiROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
H. C. Bromagen, Las Vegas; Hans Anlevel;
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
take no other.
nation.
Sunshine ivory day from Saptomber to June.
derson, Palma; J. V. Barros, La my,
CHA3. A. LAW,
1, R. A. M.
Regulti
Coronado.
convocation 2nd MonLaw.
Attorney-a- t
TO SET YOU RIGHT.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. A! Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
U.
deA
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan.
S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
William Jones, Redtown, Missisday of each month tt
A good many people imagine that
cision was filed in the United States sippi; Thomas R. Stewart,
Flulay and E. A. C&hoon
Masonic Hall at 7:
New Mexico.
Pecos; E. malt is an intoxicant. To set you Clayton,
For particulars addrosi
COL. J, W, WILLSQN. Suot
District Court of Minneapolis Saturday A. Herron, Durango; Mr. and Mrs. F.
9- - m.
on this point, we say, most em
right
overruling the demurrers to the in- M. Devor, Denver.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
phatically, that Dr. Lauritzen's Health
dictments in the rebate cases brought
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secy.
Table
Malt
and
Malt
Tonic
NOT
are
WILLIAM H. K LLEWELLYN,
ej 'i.
by the government against the Omaintoxicating at all. For sale by
Attorney at law.
ha, the Great Northern, the Wisconsin TOE GOaONHDO BESTBU88HT
Santa Fe Commandery No.
H. S. KATJNE & CO.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Central and the Minneapolis and St.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Phone 28 Uclted - Slates District
Attorney.
Paul Railroads. The cases will go
fourth Monday In each
SPANISH BILL OF FARE.
CITT BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 18
to trial at the April term of court.
month at Masonic Hall at
'.30 p. m.
W. H. GRIFFIN, H C.
Enchiladas,
Facos,
The Price of Peace.
A. W. POLLARD,
W. H. KENNIDY, Recorder.
HERMIT DIED ALONE
The terrible Itching and smarting
Flainbre,
Tonejas
IN MOUNTAIN CABIN
Attorney at law.
incident to certain skin diseases, is
District Attorney, Luna County.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wat
Ra ton, N. M., Jan, 28. The body of
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Mole Potlono,
Mole Verde
almost Instantly allayed by applying
' .
.
.
located in the midst of the Ancient ors has been thoroughly tested by Joe Smith, a hermit who had lived for
New Mexico 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
j
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 23 cents DemlBg
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivRite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
miles west the miraculous cures attested to in the fifteen years In a lonely cabin in Wil- Bera Cruzana,
Chorizo For sale by all Druggists.
on the ililrJ Saturday of each mont'.i
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- low Gulch near Elizabethtown, was
Galjina en Adobo
In
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Notice for Publication.
matism, Neuralgia, Malwia, Bright' found recently lying in the cabin.
I.
U. C. Wade at 7:30 o'clock la the evening
Boaham.
Masonic
of
south
side
Plaza.
Hall,
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Death had probably taken place a
Desmuchodas
Abon.Hga.s,
Department of the Interior,
A
ONHAM
WADE,
Grande Railway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Prnfula, Catarrh, week or ten days previous to the find- Piplan,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
Chill Rellenos
Attorneys at Liv,.
line
of
runs
dethe
of
to
as
was
the
all
it
l
stages
i.a
Femal
.dally
springs.
corpse
Grippe,
badly
mplaints, etc., ing
Practice in the Supreme and Dis cordially Invited to attend.
January 12, 1907
The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, lodging r..;d bathing $2.60 composed and mountain rats had Tonta de Gueto, Chili Con Came
Notice is hereby given that Tomae trict Cn,irts of the Territory, In the CHARLB8 FRANKLIN 1ASLBY, SI.
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $.r)0 per oaten away the flesh on the face. The
Venerable Master.
Vianueva of Galisteo, New Mexico, Probate Courts and before the U. S.
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate month. Stage meets Denver trains dead man had lived very hard and,
Mol Negro
has filed notice of his intention to Surveyor General and U. S. Land PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec
the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon re- whenever he came to town to buy
very dry and delightful
make final five year proof In support Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
round. There Is now a commodious quest. This resort is attractive at all supplies, always seemed to have a
I. 0. O. F.
of his cialm. viz: Homestead Entrv
DINNERS CENTS.
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and is open all winter. Pas- large amount of placer gold about his
No. 5476 made January 5, 1900, for
G, L. Herrera, Prop.
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Callente can leave person, which he secured from the
tne his
Section 10, Township 13
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
E. C. ABBOTT,
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo claims surrounding his cabin. It is
N., Range 9 E and that said proof
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
at
law.
Attorney
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Cnllente at 4 p. m. the same day. said that he had confided to his friends
will
made
be
before the Register and
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
Practices !n the DKrict and 8u Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street.
These waters contain 1,680,24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to from time to time that he had some
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
preme Courts. Prompt and ewe til at Visiting brothors welcome.
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Callente, $7.10. For further par- rich prospects and it is thought that been repainted, and refurnished, and on February 21, 1907.
Is now one of the best in the Terr!
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. G.
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address
He names the following witnesses mention given to all business.
lie may have left a fortune hidden in
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
tory. They handle everything in the to
New Mexico.
a remote spot in the gulch where he
his continuous residence Canta r'e
prove,
eating line from both eastern and
and cultivation of. the land viz
lived.
western markets. A call will convince upon,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Jose Alires, Marcos Anaya, Juan
A. B. RENEHAN,
you that they know the business.
MISSED BRIDGE APPROACH
vianueva, Juan Ortega, all of Galis
Practices in the Supreme and Dls
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights c:
teo, New Mexico.
AND FELL INTO RIVER
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
trict Courts Mining and Land Law Pythias. Regular meeting every first
R. OTERO,
MANUEL
a Specialty. Rooms I t Sena Bldg., and third
One of the best fruit ranches in
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N .JH
Tuesday evenings at I
Register. Palace
Gallup, N. M., Jan. 28.
northern Santa Fe County, about twen
Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
o'clock. Castle Hall temporarily with
Judge Apodaca, who retired from that ty miles from this city, 1 for sale,
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
I CAN SELL
office the first of the year, was the at a
bargain. For particulars apply to
Visiting Knights given-- a cordial and
Your Real Estate or Business
victim of a perhaps fatal accident Max. Frost, Box No. C I, Santa re,
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
fraternal welcome.
No Matter Where Locaturf
near here recently. One night while New Mexlte).
(Late Surveyor General.)
PAUL A. F. WALTER, O. C.
Properties and Business of all kinds
walking along the road to the Otero
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
sold quickly for "ash in all parts of the
Attorney at law.
mine near this city, Apodaca missed
New
The
Mexican Printing Company
J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
New Mexico,
Santa Fa
United St tes. Don't wait. Write tothe approach to the Rio Puerco River ia
prepared to do the best of brief day
uses" and Mining Business a Specialty.
261 San Francisco St.
what
to
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
have
sell
describing
you
and
fell
from
bank
the
bridge
high
onable rates. Lawyers whodeslre to ana
B. P. O. E.
Only the finest of Imported wines and cordials served to customers
of the river Into the bed of the stream,
give casn price on same.
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
the best of whiskies and brandies, do mestio and Imported, a specialty. Su- He was badly injured by the fall, his have their briefs printed rapidly and
arod
to
them
to
the any kind of Business or Real
present
correctly
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Bant Fe Lod(,e, No. 4(0, B. P. O. B,
Estate
perior brands of cigars.
lower limbs being palayzed. He was
Supreme Court now in session here
oolds Its regular session on the secon 1
Attorney at law.
unable to move and his cries failed on time, should call on the New Mex anywhere, at any price, write me your
I can save you tlmo District Attorney for Second Judicial and fourth Wednesdays of each mont.
requirements.
to summon help and the unfortunate ican
Printing Company and leave their and money.
District
man was compelled to lay all night orders.
Visiting brothers are invited and welDAVID P. TAFF,
Practices 1 the District Court ana come.
NORMAN L. KINO 1. B.
In the bed of the river, which fortu
MANUFACTURER OF
THE LAND MAN.
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
A. J. FISCHXR, Secy.
nately was dry. However, Ms feet JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
41S Kanaas .wenue,
also before the United States Suprem
were frozen and he suffered so much
DEALER IN
The New Mexican Printing Company TOPEKA,
KANSAS
Court in Washington.
from
FRATERNAL UNION.
he
Is
Filigree
his
at
exposure that
lying
rjexicaa
baa
prepared civil and criminal dock
Watches, Clocts. Jewelry
Albuquerque, New Mexltc.
home here with slight chances for
Fe Lodge, No. 250, Fraternal
ets especially tor the use of Justices
Union of America. Regular meetings
recovery.
(Homestead Entry No. 6737.)
are
of
the
peace.
They
especially
and Hani Painted China.
first and third Mondays In each month
Notice for Publication.
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe Department of the
TRAGIC SUICIDE OF
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hal
Land Of
Interior,
Watches
and
of
Work
Fine
a Specialty. Navaho Rugi Jand In.
OSTEOPATHY.
Jewelry
Repair
3 an Francisco strert. Visiting Frat-erM'KINLEY COUNTY MINER Spanish or English, made of good rec
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
Jan. 2, 1907.
welcome.
with leather back and covers and can
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA,
Gallup, N. M., Jan. 28. The coal
Fraternal
In
Index
have
full
front
and
DR. CHAR LIS A. WHEELON,
Master.
Montoya of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
camp of Heaton near here was the vas, sides,
of
the peace and has filed notice of his intention to
"1BN1TO ALARID, Secy.
scene of a distressing tragedy Wednes the fees of justices
Osteopath.
In full on the first make final five
No. 10$ Palace Ave.
GREGORIt) RAELi, Treas.
year proof in support
day of last week, when Domlnlok constables printed
Delro, an Italian coal miner, commit page. The pages are 10x6 inches. of his claim, viz. Homestead Entry Successfully treats acute and chronl
ted suicide by cutting his throat with These books are made up 'n civil and No, 6737 made December 21, 1901, for diseases without drugs or mediciaes.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
a razor. Delro had been drinking criminal dockets, separate of 32 the SW
NW
NE
SE
Herewith are some bargains offered
No charge for Consultation.
SW
SE
and NW1-Phone lit. by the NtW Mexican Printing Comheavily for several days and his oages each, or with both civil and N
Hours:
m., i i. m.
brother upbraided him several times criminal bound in one book, 80 pages section 5, township 20 N., range 3 E
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
for being drunk. He took the scold- civil and 320 pages criminal. To in and that said proof will be made be
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
ing to heart and after brooding over troduce them they are offered at the fore register and receiver, at Santa
it for several hours finally decided to following low prices:
Fe, New Mexico, on February 13, 1907.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
MINING ENGINEERS.
kill himself. Some months ago Delro Civil or criminal
He names the following witnesses
12.76
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapthad made an attempt to kill himself. Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00 to prove his continuous residence
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
He fired a bullet Into his head with
For 46 cents additional for a single upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
a
but the bullet wa re docket, or 65 cents additional for a Ellas Valdez, Esqulbula Jlron, Manuel
leather, $3; 1906 English and Spanish
T. BROWN,
CONY
of
moved and he recovered.
It is be- c mblnatlon docket, '.hey will be sent T. Roybal, Antonio A: Romero, all
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Mining
Engineer.
lleved the former injury unbalanced by mall or prepaid express. Cash in Pojoaque, New Mexico.
Pamphlet, $2.76; full leather $3.50;
tjjerstary and Treasurer New Mexico Sheriff's
his mind.
MANUEL R. OTERO
full must accompany order. State
Flexible
Pocket
Cover
cheel of Mines.
Register.
or
two
dalnly whether English or Spanish
single, $1.25;
New Mexico. Docket,
ocerre,
RANCHER THROWN UNDER
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suprinted heading is wanted. Address
WAGON AND KILLED, the New Mexican Printing Company.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
preme Court Reports, Nob 3 to 10, In.Mora, N. M., Jan, 28. iDolores
de
Connection made with Automobile
New Mexican Wants bring results.
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
Herrera, a well known ranchman re
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
AND
PURVEYORS,
siding near this place, was killed on
The New Mexican Printing Company Automobile leaves Torrance fir Ros- CIVIL. ENQ'RI
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
on
while
last
his
to
Is prepared to do the best of brief well at 4 a. m. and arrives at rtoswell
way
Saturday
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
astsslaasjasss,a
the ranch by being thrown from his work in short order and at very reas at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosReports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered;
wagon and run over. It Is not known onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
full list school blanks.
how the accident occurred, but It Is have their briefs printed rapidly and at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beCORBET A SMYTHE.
presumed that the unfortunate man correctly and to present them to the tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.66
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
Civil, Mining anal Hyaraullo
lost control of the team which ran Supreme Court now In session here and between Torrance and Roswell
The
best short order meals are now
Engineers.
BThrftemlngton Tyr evvrifer laslslciigest.
does the RemingMpcraloi!
away.
on time, should call on the New Mex- $10. Reserve seat
a automobile by Assaying and General Contracting. being served at the Bon Ton Restaua.
mans
wycKoir, peg
ican Printing Company and leave that; wire.
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
J. W. STOCK 1RD,
peneaicr.i J27 Droadwoy. New Ybrk.
rant. The best cooks, and waiters art
New Mexican advertisers get trade, oraers.
Santa Ps, N. M employed at this place.
Manager AutomcMh Line. East side Plasa

Willard Town

of agriculture

and Imorovement Go.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Kentucky Saloon.
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Llbros Certlilcados de Bonos, $1.
Llhros de Reclbos Supervisores de
Camlnos, 25c.
General Blanks.
Bond fo' DeeJ,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do-

PERSONAL MENTION,
Councilman Harvey B. Richards returned this morning from a short visit
to his family and business in San
Mar-cia-

Our

Announcement

County Treasurer Kugenlo Romero,
of San Miguel County, spent Saturday and Sunday at 'his La Vegas
home and came to this city again last
night.
Colonel and Mrs. H. H. Betts, of
Silver City, who have been guests at
the' 'Palace Hotel for several days, returned to their southern home last
night.
Remigio Mpndragon, son of
Mondrngon of this city, has gone
to has Vegas, where he has accepted
in a jewelry establishment.
He is a skilled worker in Mexican
gold and silver filigree.
Phillip Hamlin, superintendent of
the Colorado Telephone Company with
headquarters In Denver, was in Albuquerque Saturday and yesterday on
company business.
Associate Justice- Frank V. Parker,
who has been in the city during the
past, three weeks on Supreme Court
business, went to his Las Cruces home
Saturday night.
Hon. James S. Duncan, member of
the Council from San Miguel County,
who visited his daughters in Albuquerque during the past two days,
reached the city yesterday from the
South.
W. H. Greer, manager of the Albuquerque Traction Company, who has
been in a hospital in Los Angeles
where he has undergone a serious
operation, has fully recovered and will
return to Albuquerque shortly.
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds and two
children of East I.as Vegas, who have
been here on a visit, to Territorial
Secretary and Mrs. J. W. Raynolds.
returned home this morning. Mrs.
here
Raynolds enjoyed her visit
greatly.
Rafael C.allegos, of I.as Vegas, will
spend the next seven weeks In the
city, having received an appointment
as a committee clerk in the Council
of the Assembly. Mr. Gallegos Is fully
conversant with the English and Spanish languages, writes a good hand and
Is competent for the position.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, who spent
Saturday and Sunday in East I.as
Vegas with his family, returned to
the Capital Sunday night anil today
presided over the sessions of the
Mrs. Spiess, who has been
Council.
seriously indisposed, is improving.
10. H. Salazar,
manager of El
an influential newspaper published in the Spanish language in I.as Vegas, is in the city on
a visit to his mother Mrs. V. H.
on College Street. Mrs.
has been quite
during the
past few days, but. is now reported
as out of danger.
Representatives H. R. Holt, Robert
,
Martin, Amos Green, Sylvestre
Bernard Ruppe, Francisco Luce-ry Montoya, K. S. Aldrich and Dr.
Meran, who visited their respective
homes during the last two days in
the central and southern parts of the
Territory, were arrivals on this morning's train from the South and resumed
their 'duties In the House of Representatives in today's session.
Clarence T. Tilery, of Roswell, who
is tlie leading furniture dealer and undertaker in the Pecos Valley, reached
the city Saturday evening and is registered at the Claire. Mr. I!llery Is president of the New Mexico Undertakers'
Association and came to attend a
meeting of the society at. which a bill
will be formulated to protect the Interests of New Mexico undertakers
and to be presented to the Legislative Assembly for. action. Mr. Ullery
is one of the most successful business
men of his section.
Will C. Barnes, of East Las Vegas,
secretary of the Territorial Cattle
Growers' Association, and of the Ter5 ritorial
Cattle Sanitary Board, is in
the city. He came to attend the meeting of the Territorial Cattle Sanitary
Board at which meeting consideration
will be given to proposed legislation
to lie submitted to the
Assembly In
the interests of the cattle. growers of
the Territory. Mr. Barnes is not only
thoroughly versed in the live stock
business and a. successful
stock
raiser, but also Is a fluent writer on
Southwest topics; his articles are of
value and appear from time to time In
different publications.
Nar-cis- o

OUR
AND TRY
WE WANT YOU TO COME
GOODS THIS SEASON, AND WE KNOW THAT
WE CAN PLEASE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
OUR DEVELOPMENT.
FROM A SMALL LOCAL NURSERY TO ONE OF
THE LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSES IN THE
CITY, PROVES THAT OUR GOODS AND PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

T

SPECIAL ATTENTION
TODAY'S ANNOUNCEMENT POSSESSES CONSIDERABLE INTEREST TO THE SHOPPERS. THE
PAST SEASON HAS LEFT US WITH A NUMBER
OF BROKEN LINES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT,
WHICH IT IS TO OUR INTEREST TO CLEAR
OUT, AND YOU TO PURCHASE.
YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO COME AND INSPECT
THESE GOODS AT AS EARLY AN HOUR AS
YOU CONVENIENTLY CAN, AND WE ASSURE
YOU THE FAIREST TREATMENT AND POPULAR PRICES.
WE WISH TO SAY THAT WE WILL HANDLE
THE FINEST GOODS IN THE CITY, AND PAY
STRICT ATTENTION TO EACH AND EVERY
ONE.
MAIL ORDERS
REGARDING
NO MATTER IF YOU DO LIVE OUT IN THE
COUNTRY, YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF CITY RESIDENCE AND CITY SHOPWITH YOUR
US
ENTRUST
PING IF YOU
ORDERS.

NATHAN- SALMON
--
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WINTER GROCERY

O.

Foi

Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

"M. V." BUTTER
A

Specialty.

Mira-bal-

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40. I
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Hardware
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

Water Supplies

sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full Bheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Mining Blanks.
Guardian's
Bond
and Oath,
sheet.
,
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
IS
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
13 xrmi
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
II
RAO
sheet.
sheet.
Satisfacton of Mortgage,
H0REH0UND SYRUP.
sheet.
of Mortgage,
Assignment
results.
Ploopantto rako, rapid
sheet.
Lease,
Contains nothing injurious.
Lease of Personal Property,
COLDS,
COUGHS,
sheet.
CURES
ilORLi THROAT,
sheet.
Chattle Mortgage,
WHOOPlNii COUGH AN!)
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet.
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Mrs. J. C. Je.nkinn, Denver,
say
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Colo., write; "I can'tllore-hound
sheet.
enough for 3alb.rd's cured
sheet.
Syinr, It hasand my
Acknowledgement,
my baby of the croup
sheet.
Deed,
Mortgage
sovoro
Coughs.
children of
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
I know no bettor medicine."
sheet.
Clause,
25c, 50c and $1.00
Official Bond, Road Supervisor ,
sheet.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
sheet.
Option,
MO.
1XUIS.
ST.
sheet.
Notice of Protest,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
Cold and Recommended by
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Now selling at and below cost ossheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
trich plumes, fancy wings and feathsheet.
ers all at a bargain.
Felt hats at
Relinquishment,
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
your own price. Call early and select
Homestead Application,
the cream of the lot.
sheet.

'
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1907.

28,

INCORPORATED 1903.

SELIGMAN

BROS

ANNUAL
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
SALE

2

wont cry if

mm

eiVB

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR IS A BIG
SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS PURCHASED NOW.

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.

4

CHEMISE

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHTGOWNS

WAISTS

a Century the Leading

P.

Winter Millinery

r

CORSET COVERS

For Half

4

O.

-- n

Box 219.

in

Goods

House

Phone

No. 86.

Dry

the City.

.

2

Miss A. Mugler.

Affidavit,

LEGAL BLANKS.
Xd THE LAWS
NEW MEXICO.

OF

CONFORMING

The Xew Mexican PHii'I'it Cur
pany has the largest facilities and
most modern machinery for doing all
kinds. of Printing and Binding in
stylo. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
work a specialty Best Hook Bindery
in the Southwest.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet..
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
sheet.
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
s'.ieei.
Notice of Right to Water,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
first-clas- s

4

WAGNER

CHARLES

2

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit, 4102b,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony,
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Enlryman,
Final Homestead Proof,
full
sheet.
sheet,
Sheep Contracts,
11)03, English or
Spanish, pamphlet:
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath-er$3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, pa-

Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds. Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

2

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.

2

San Francisco St.

306--

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

fl. S.

PUVE

Phone 26.

10,

1.

& COMPANY

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26

per, 14c.

Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Lea'th
er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF

if!t.50,

EASTERN

7c.
'

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Alumluum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
Stock Blanks.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven- Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $0.50 a voldor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
ume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, each. Postage 25c.
40c per Book.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing Postage, 45c.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
nheet.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
$2.75. Postage, 45c;
sheet.
.1. P. Docket,
Civil,
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
Hanto
Drive
and
Authorlly
Gather,
Hand Made Journal. $5.75.
dle Animals Bearing Owner's RecorHand Made Ledger, $0.50.
ded Brand,
sheet.
Money's Digest of New Mexico ReAuthority to Gather, Drive and Han- ports, Full Sheep, $0.50. Postage 25c.
dle animals Not. Bearing Owner's ReRetail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
corded Brand,
sheet.
$3.00.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Justice of the Peace
l
Notification of Change in Assesssheet.
Bonds,
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
sheet,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Agreement,
sheet.
tainer,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Application for License,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
sheet.
Warrant,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
(J. P.),
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Court),
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly- Report,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
sheet.
Execution,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Summons, i-- sheet.
sheet.
plaint,
'
t
sheet.
Subpoena,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, SumProbate Clerk and. Recorder,
sheet.
mons,
sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
Execution Forcible Entry and De- sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Promissory Notes, 25o per pad.
sheet..
Search Warrant,
Miscellaneous.
Spanish Blanks,
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
Auto de Prislon,
pllego.
each.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pllego.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
Certiflcado de Nombramiento,
each.

CANNED GOODS
ALSO

4

NEW PANCAKE r LOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

e

e

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

2

Blanks-Appea-

4

2

4

2

i
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Jib

CUT PRICES IN
FURNITURE
Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

2

4

4

PRICES.

GET

AND

CALL

2

-

2

4

Weak Womei

ESTABLISHED

zen.
Official Bond,

Councilman Joseph F. Sulzer, who
spent Saturday and Sunday at home
In Allti(tufrque,
was among those
who returned to the Capital this forenoon.

JANUARY

MONDAY.

D. S. LOWITZKI.

2

4

2

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

THE

WOOD-DAV- IS

HARDWARE CO.
U

r7R Can Frnricrn

'

Qf.
Tftlpnlinna A
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Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty

of

PEVBWPING, PRINT

INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
9. Pfl " 5ioSonth Broad way'
IMUflllin
nunLANU & UU. waANGiaEs.cAUF.
"GOOD ROOMS."
The Price of Peace. .
You can get a good room at the
The terrible itching and smarting,
incident, to certain skin diseases,
is Hotel Normandie at a very moderate
almost instantly allayed by applying price, either by the week or month.
will be, gainer by calling there,
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents.-Yo- u
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
, For sale by jll drugglsti.- -

To weak and ailing women, there is at least a
way to help. But with thai way, two treatmen
must bo combined. One la local, one is consti
tional, but both are Important, both esstmU
Dr. Shoop's Night Cure is the Local.
Sr. Shoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former-- Dr.
Shoop's N ielit Cure is a topi
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while 1
Shoop's Restorative is wholly an internal tre
ment. The Restorative reaches throughout t
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerr
11
tissue, and ail blood ailments.
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, does
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and infla
ed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses at
discharges, while the Restorative, easel nervo
xcitement, gives renewed vigor and ambitlo
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renew
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Shoo
Restorative
Tablets or Liquid asa general tot
to the system. For positive local help, use as w

Dr. Shoop's

night Cure
FISCH ER DRtlO

'

COMPANY

4

2

4

pllego.

Fienza Oflcial,
Fianza Oflcial

MlllHWllli'

i!I.J..l'

I

F

y

Contrato de Partido,
Fianza para Guardar

pllego.

la

Paz,

pllego.

Escritura de Renuncia,
pllego.
Documento Garantizado,
plego.i
Hipotcca do Bleues Muebles,
2

pllego.

.

Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full
sheet.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
sheet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet.
English,
Application for Mariage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Codo, postage, 17c.
postage, 17c.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00,
pstage, 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $0.00. The
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Application for License, Retail lisheet.
quor License,
Application for License, Game and
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 an.l
General License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75c.
County Superintendent's
Warrant,

-

Documento Garantizado,, extensa
forma enlera, piiego heno.
Cerlificado de Matrimonlo, lOccada
uno.

Formula de Enumeracion,
pllego.
Contrato Entre los Directores y
Preceptores,
pllego.
Contrato de Combustible!
pllego.
Notas Ohligaclones, 25c por 50.

'

2

50 to Book, 35c.

Just received a full line of White
for. Reception and Evening Halt.

Plumes, Laces

and

Mollnet

MRS. LYNG.

St.

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro- Grain, Floor uki
Patent Modieiao

4

pllego.

V"
'

pllego.
Juramento,

2
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WHOLESALE GROCERS

4

LADIES
220 San Francisco

I

J

Potato!. Stationery.
n4 Oroco

r- -H

tf1t

mOMTT ATTBMTWN MVM MAI

nt,
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X.

iK BOOK
ComThe New Mexlcau Printing
pany has on hand a large supply oi
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers,
and also lor home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper If ordered in larger quan
titles. These tablets arer made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money' worth when buying.

have all the
every class
me Dost. DiD .i

I

!

: .1.1,

s

Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spajjlsh, 50 in Book, 25c.
The New Mexican can do printing
Poll Books for City Election, 8
equal to that done in any of the large
pages, 40c.
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
(Continued on Page 6.)
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JANUARY

MONDAY,

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Entering

and

Leaving

Fe

Santa

Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:20 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa
Fo 5:40 p. m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426. Eastbound loaves Santa
11
m.
i

Santa

i

TA FE- -

40 a. m.
50 p. m.
15 p. m.

ition.
15 a. m.
20 p. m.
40 p. m.
lbers 10

west at
west at
and

7

8

amy.

v

I

i,

'

I.aray

passen-

gers lrom nmiiu, i i..
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south and No. 8 from tlie
east.

TOPICS

MINOR CITY

Theodore Corrlck, the liveryman,
has a fine line of riding and driving
horses, gentle, thoroughly broken
and accustomed to ladles use. Leave
orders at 120 San Francisco Street
or call up Phone No. 132.
Tomas Werner and Apolonio Gutierrez, of Albuquerque, are among those
who have secured positions as Legislative employes. Mr. Werner is propraetor of a small general merchandise store in the Duke City and is
well known In the Capital.
In view of the fact that the legislature t In session and that many of
the legislators are accompanied by
their wives, the Capital City Club will
give a dance tomorrow evening at
Elks' Hall on upper Palace Avenue.
Invitations for the dance were sent
out today.
Probate Clerk George W. Arm jo has
Issued marriage licenses to the following: Miss Delflna Urloste, aged 20,
of Agua Fria, and Prudencio Romero,
aged 22, of Santa Fe; Miss- Rosita
Sanchez, aged 17, of Chama,- and Alejandro Salazar, aged 20, of Espanola;
Miss Felicita Coriz, aged 25, and
Sediofl, aged 26, both of Santa
Fe.
New Mexico was honored by the appointment of four of its residents on
the executive committee of the American National Live Stock Association
which met In annual convetlon last
week at Denver. The New Mexico
members are C. .W Merchant of Carlsbad; V. H. Jack, of Silver City;
Charles Schletter, of Clayton, and C.
M. O'Donnoll, of Bell Ranch.
Lovers of the legitimate will be delighted with the performance of John
Griffith, the greatest living tragedian,
as "King Richard the Third." Many
able and distinguished critics claimed
that he would reach the highest pinnacle of fame and so he has, for today he is the leader In the front ranks
In every city
of legitimate stars.
where he has appeared enthusiastic
audiences have greeted this dramatic
genius and proclaimed him America's
most brillian tragic star. The date of
his appearance In this city is Saturday, February 2, at the opera house.
The following visitors have registered since Wednesday at the rooms
of the Historical Society: G. A. Woodford, Mononiinee, Michigan; Thomas
JHatfield, W. C. Markley, Moriarty;
V. C. Hamilton, Belle Plain, 'Kansas;
Robert 13. Robinson, L. H. Hilyaijd,
F. M. Garich, Severy, Kansas; Cv C.
Bat eman, Fort Bayard; Mrs. Frank
Staplln, Orrin Staplin, Farmington;
Marie Arce, Luclle Arce, Genevieve
DIgneo, Albuquerque; M. P. Evans,
Severy, Kansas; Mr. and Mrs. J. P,
Abreu, Springer; J. B. Livesay, Bertie Livesay, Golden; George R. Var-neAlamogortlo; Mrs. Charles S. Peterson, Charles S. Peterson, East 'Las
Vegas; Ervln Z. Vogt, Glorieta;
George MoDaniels, Dayton, Ohio; J.
Douglas Dezendorf, Washington, D,
C; H. Howard Klrby. Cleveland, Ohio;
W. G. Hopkins, Buffalo, New York.

.

A DOLLAR IN BANK
Is worth more to you than a dollar
your pocket, because

In

You know It Is safer;
You are not so liable , to spend

It,

needlessly;
You can make It earn for you 4
interest If you deposit It here for a
given time.

Are these not excellent reasons why
deposit account
with us?
you shculd begin a

Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

Come In and See Them

EHLE'S

Leave

tj It

SANTA

GOLD WATCH FOR
PROFESSOR LESTER

X
9.

By Students of the Agricultural College Stenography Department-Spe- ech
of Praise.

SSXXSX

WAX

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery

Line. Drivers Furnished.

Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

FIR8T-CI,AS-

CALENDAR.

A UNIQUE

1

institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasant
ly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Me Btlla

Valley.

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses la agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth ot equipment. A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude ot 3,800 feet.
,

A

isfactory to use the telephone instead
the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
of

in Denver, Colorado Springs,

Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places Terms more reason
able than the telegraph.
Be-le-

Wuckoff.

v"

I. SPARKS.

r"

6,,

i

J

"DAISY" STEAK POUNDERS.

"AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

"BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

Mamger.
I'.

MISSION

BIRDS

GRATERS
AND CAKE

BEAN POTS.

IMPERIAL
"LISK'S"
ROASTERS.

"PENINSULAR"

LIBRARY

FURNITURE,

ENAMELED

RANGES.

OAK BUFFETS.

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

MAPLE

BED

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

SETS.

OAK CHINA

i
I
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CABINETS.

Plumbing Deparment
Wo take pleasure in placing at the
disposal of our patrons, the services
of our Plumbing Department, under the
management of Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience in
thlssphere of activity, In New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully frnaranlee.
We will be pleased, to submit estimates on proposed work.

'Phone 83.
lOllMe

The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacture
ing Company.

The .New Mexican Printing Com
pany is prepared to fill promptly and
(Satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiung caras, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

HENRY KRICK
80I

Agsnt

PCH it

LED

FL0UK, HAY,

WHOLESALE
nd

GRAIN, POTATOES,

Iketail;
BALERS

'f

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUWVI GRAIN HOUSI IN SANTA

Ft,

NEW MEXICO.
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satisfaction to kny at
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Lemp's St. Louis Beer

A

Mails orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Avt, Santa F, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
b Watches, Jewelry, Diamond..

SODA WATER!
Any Flayer You Desire.
Wo will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part of the city.
OUT BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

PLAZA

WILLIAM

flood deal quicker and much more sat-

MEAS-

"GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

John W. Corbett, who Is engaged in
the real estate and Insurance business
In the Estancia Valley, with offices at
Estancia, Willard and Mountainalr,
has favored the New Mexican with an
attractive calendar for 1907. The illustration an the calendar is a strikapple
ing picture of the
trees at Manzano, Torrance County.
Below the cut is a note giving a brief
history of these trees.
According to this note these trees,
apparently as large as they are at
present, were discoverd by the Mexican people on their first visit to Torrance county in 1800, and it is from
these trees that the town and mountains of Manzano are named. Their
origin is unknown, but it is supposed
tbat they were planted by the Franciscan Monks who built the old Quara
Mission Cburch, the ruins of which
are near-by- .

AND

URING GCUPS.

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PHONE 132.

"ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

MAHOGANY

A fine and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of jewelry has Just
been purchased and will be sold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
genuine and aa represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree jewelry is a specialty the finest and
best work 1c that line is turned out
by tiiis company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
breast pins, in gold or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home and in
the shops ot the company by 3peclal
design and to suit customers !u short
order and from the fine3t gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'ag
uel Church stamps, in great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
Letter heads, bill heads, note neadB, 208 Don
Gaspar Avenue, Laughlin
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sole building.
ComMexican
New
tht
by
Printing
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
pany at low rates and In quantities to
suit purchaser.
The New Mexican Printing Company
The New Mexican Printing Com- to
prepared to furniBh cards de viaite
to
do
of
is
the
best
pany
prepared
for ladles or gentlemen on short nobrief work in short order and at very
tice, in first class style at reasonable
reasonable rates. Lawyers who deeither engraved or printed. Call
sire to have their briefs printed rap- prices,
on the New Mexican
Printing Co
idly and correctly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now in
The New Mexican Printing Company
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifi- session here on time, should call on
cates for sale by the New Mexican the New Mexican Printing Company has on hani a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
aud leave their orders.
Printing Company.
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at live cents In book form,
Mc-Fi- e

Keople

-
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GOOD SADDLE HORSES

FINE RIGS

COOK'S

WARE.

the Following Items:

WW

CARRIAGE SERVICE

S

It Is Much Cheaper

V

IMPORTED

STOCK-BOILER-

Some Exceptional Values in

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

(P. O.) Agricultural College, N. M.

Curtains at

CROIX"
KNIVES.

RUST,"

POACH-

Otif Ftirnittfie Department Offers

linn

THE

iV

"TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

MAKERS.

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

Special to The New Mexican.
Mesilla Park, Jan. 28 Professor
Francis E. Lester, who has
with the Agricultural College
at this place was most agreeably surprised last week. As soon as It became known that he was going to resign from his position with the institution the students of the Stenography
Department, both this year's class and
members of former classes, quietly
started the ball rolling to gathering
together funds from which to get
something that they thought would be
a suitable remembrance of the loyalty
of the members of the Stenography
Department. Their efforts were successful and by a ruse that worked
wonderfully well, Professor Lester
was brought to the College on important business just as the bell was
ringing for the daily assembling of
students. Naturally, as has been his
custom for years, he went up to
Hall to listen to the exercises. He
met with more than he bargained for.
.1. O. Miller,
the oldest member
of the Department present, was instructed by the class to present to
Professor Lester a beautiful watch as
a token of regard. This he did in a
few chosen word3, reviewing the history of the department to the present
day dwelling especially on the widespread Influence of the department.
He Btated that members of the Department have done work in Canada,
England, Germany, France, Spain,
as
Manila, South America, Mexico,
well as every corner of the United
States. The watch was suitably engraved and was accepted by Professor
Lester in an appropriate response.
The remembrance has come from willing students who have cherished the
memory of Professor Lester not so
much upon his teaching them but for
his interest iu them, his willingness to
advise and guide them in their work
w'hfither it was in class-rooor out of
it. He made them loyal to the Stenography Department and to the College by worthy example as he was
ever for the college and its Interests.

EGG

"UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.
"LA

;'

Santa Fe Livery Stable

LUTHER FOSTER, President

tabs

A;

XSVt X

An

CALL UP 'PHONE

i'ifT.

STEAM

"ANTI

IF

HABERDASHERY

FE

TEA AND "BUFFALO"
ERS.

WARE,"

"PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

REAL BOSTON

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

METAL

COFFEE POTS.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

Your Measure With Us

LIVERY STABLE

-

"ROME

lliii

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

TjifftciiiliioVfypr-

Hee ae a Few Suggestions.

ill

THE NEW MEXICO

tiih

Timely Suggestions,
There is 110 part of the home, that should receive more attention,
In
equipping the same, than the kitchen.
This Is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary dulioa
personally, and much of the 'happiness of the home depends on tho.aMHIy
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking is Indispensable.
An
household, uses
appliances, UK, "That which today Is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," In this progressive world,
anil this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be obvious.

o

The Rev. E. McQueen Gray, of Eddy
County, yesterday preached at the
Church of the Holy Faith to a large
congregation.
There will he a dance of the Capital City Club at .Elks' Hall tomorrow
evening. All members are requested
to he present.
Miss Virginia L. Bean will give a
violin recital this evening at the
First Presbyterian Ohurch. The public Is Invited to attend.
County Treasurer Celso Lopez, who
has been 111 during the past week and
confined to his residence, is able to
be out again and to attend to business.
Santa Fe music lovers are promised
a treat at the concert to be given this
evening at the First Presbyterian
Church by Mis Virginia L. Bean. She
will be assisted by other local musical artists.
Get a
McKinley Day tomorrow.
pink carnation to wear out of respect
for the martyred President.
Plenty
to go around at the Clarendon 'Gardens. All orders for Cut Flowers
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
can and get the news.
promptly filled--

.
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Spring Samples Are In
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BARBER
PARSC-.S-

,

SHOP
Prop.
Santa Ps.

Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In
Two Porcelain Bath Tuks.
Heir Cutting a Specialty. Three rirat
Class Barters.
Bast Bide of Plaza. South 01 Postal
Telegraph Office.

KERR'S
Capital : - Parlors

A. P

gpiegelberg- -

257 San Francisco

Indian and

Plera

Street.

wares ana

Ms

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO:
.To Have the Best of Everything, In Our Line.

Blankets,
OUR

SPECIAL SALE

--

in city.
The only
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
$1.50
Electrical Baths
.25
Other Baths
Parlor Located West Side Plaa
W. H. KERR, Proprietor
first-clas- s

....

Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM PRICES.

.ADOLPH SEL1GMAN.
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a Disposition

j)i..,l,i.ll,,,1iiti;v),,l,,,il,l,l,j,,,l,,rlnl
Original. 1
"Tlipre Is every reason to believe tbe
experiment has been successful," said

the surgeon. "The patient
soundly."
"What is the object of the present
operation?"
"The father of Charles Renwiok, on
.whom I have operated, desires that his
son shall unite two estates by marrying his second cousin, Miss Annette
Barkalow. Charles Inherits from a
a morose, dictatorial, overbearing disposition, very repulsive to
the young lady. At the father's request I have let the blood of an amiable, rollicking, generous young fellow
Into Charles' veins, supplying the deficiency from tbe blood of a healthy
Miss Iiarkalow knows nothing
sheep.
of the affair. When Charles gets out
he Is to make a new wooing."
Charles Renwlck after the operation
was very much changed. He was an
object of great Interest to the doctor
who had given him new blood and
with the new blood a new disposition.
The following account Is taken from
the surgeon's memoranda:
Jan. 0. Permitted the patient to go
out to ride within three days after the
infusion. Saw evidence of a change In
disposition from the first. Moodiness
gone. Fatient's previous Inclination to
cruelly to animals replaced by an apparent fondness for them. Irascibility
,
vanished, fatieut Is constantly
cracking jukes, making merry.
Jan. 30. Ken wick senior tells me that
Miss Barkalow's repulsion to Charles
seems to be diminishing. The couple
have been out t ride together, and
the young lady sbovi no disposition to
repel his attentions Mr. Renwlck, Sr..
very hopeful. Says he has noticed several traits that did not belong to bis
son before the transfusion viz, a tendency to piny practical jokes. Has come
upon him suddenly when dancing
alone.
Neither of these traits was
ever observed in blm before.
Feb. 15. Have been studying hereditary cases and am struck with some
remarkable ones, showing how traits
will lie dormant for several generations, then crop out in a single individual. This leads me to prepare myself for any peculiarities that may develop in the case of Charles Renwlck.
Called on Wagstaff, from whose son I
Has lent me a
took the blood.
sketch of every member of the family
for five generations back. Shall keep
them for reference as occasion suggests.
April 24. Mr. Renwlck, Sr., has just
been to me In sore distress. Charles
has been acting strangely. The boy
has apparently been captivated by a
ballet dancer. Has corresponded with
her. Preparations for flight. Fortunately all has been discovered in time
and Charles sent southward. ' Referring to family sketches, find Peter Redmond, W'agstaffs uncle, married an
actress.
Singular that this should
have come again to the surface in
Charles by transfused blood.
Sept. 30. More trouble In the case
of Charles Renwlck. His father tells
me that just as he was about to be
married to Miss Barkalow he so dis
gusted her that she has broken with
him. It seems that the two were In
the country and attended a county fair
in the same party. Charles separated
for a time from the others, and when
they saw him again he was In the cen
ter of a crowd dancing a jig and swing
jng his cane over his head. Some one
guyed him, whereupon Charles went
for the fellow, rattling his cane on the
man's head and shoulders. Two of his
adversary's friends went In to help
him crush Charles, but Charles jump
ed five feet In the air, landed a down
blow on one of them and cracked the
skull of the other with his cane, which
unfortunately was a big one made of
hickory. He is now In jail.
Sept. 21. Ran over the list of
ancestors. Under the O's find
Dennis O'Rourke, 1806 to 1830. Famous for the swing of his shillalah.
On one occasion at Donnybrook fair
thrashed a dozen men in succession.
Had his head broken by a bailiff and
This
died at the age of twenty-four- .
looks bad. I fear my experiment of
transfusion In order to Improve dis
Is Bleeping
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position Is not successful In accomplishing the object desired.
Oct. 2. nave been thinking a good
deal nbout how to Improve on Charles
Renwlck. May I not, Instead of giving
him another disposition by a new
transfusion, mingle some more quiescent blood with his? As soon as lie is
discharged from arrest will try.
Nov. 12.
This morning transfused
40 per cent of the blood of a mildly
disposed theological student into the
Am curious
veins of Charles Renwlck.
to know if this will mingle dispositions,
mollifying that of Charles Renwlck.
Pec. 30. Have made a remarkable
An inherited trait that does
discovery.
not appear In an Individual may be
brought out by mingling the blood of
that individual with the blood of another. After letting some of the theological student's blood into Charlvs
Renwlck I expected greater quiescence.
In this I have been disappointed.
Young Tburlet, the student, has descended from one who took a prominent part In the French revolution.
This revolutionary blood in Renwlck
has developed a craze for demolition.
Charles Is bent on organizing armed
rebellion against the trusts.' I wish I
had let this transfusion matter alone.
June 1. Eureka! Transfused some
blood of a fawn Into Charles
A fawn has not developed anything discreditable, such as we find in
the higher state of man. Have obtained a splendid disposition. Invlta
tlon to wedding of Charles Renwlck
and Annette Barkalow received.
F. A. MITCHEI,
Ren-wlc-

THE WRITERS.
Mrs. Whitney, the sculptress of Boston, has written verse of quite distinct

quality.
It is not generally known, but Mr,
Kipling is as an enthusiastic a farmer
as 'he is Imperialist. He has nearly
500 acres of rich, cultivated land in
Sussex, England.
M. Gaston Boisser, a brilliant writer,
Is giving up his diair at the College
do France after lecturing on Latin letters for more than forty years. He
Intends to devote his time to a study
of the Hellenization jf Rome.
the negro
Rev. James I).
poet, author and magazine writer and
the protege of the late Frances
has moved from South Haven,
Mich., and will hereafter make his
home In Washington. He will become
the financial agent of the
academy, a negro Baptist Institution of Baltimore.
,

Wll-lard- ,

Clayton-William-

GOWN

s

GOSSIP.

Few long coat suits are seen, and ot
the few broad trimmed ones take precedence over the plain ones.
Otter boleros with cuffs and collars
of gold embroidery and velvet are very
attractive aud less expensive than
those of richer furs.
The fitted pony coat is one of the
newest and most attractive models
aud one much more likely to stay In
fashion than the very loose ones, which
depend upon their jauntiness for style.
The reign of the elbow sleeves has
made gloves an important item in the
list of dress accessories, and as long
as short sleeves are fashionable the
gloves are not likely to be lowered In
price. Indeed, rumor has It that they
are going even higher.

TRAIN AND TRACK.

Is believed

Jt

tyst

To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

by many that Venice

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

Is sinking into the Adriatic and that
she gradually will disappear beneath
the waters of the great lagoon from
which her palace crowned Islands
arise. Other cities have gone that
way before her, and ships now sail
over spots which were once teeming
with a populous life.
At the entrance to the harbor of Kingston, Jamaica, the original city of Port
Royal lies fathoms deep beneath the
blue and sunlit waters of tbe Caribbean sea. A narrow strip of laud, on
which are a small settlement aud a
fort, is all that Is left of what was
once the richest and wickedest town In
the West Indies. It was the resort of
pirates, who rested there from their
depredations and made the city hideous with their revelry. But these pirates brought great stores of their loot to
the city, and Its commerce grew and
Palaces and churches were
flourished.
built, a pirate often striving by a rich
endowment of a church to square his
accounts with heaven.
Throughout the greater part of the
seventeenth century no town In the
western world was so magnificent as
to Its buildings or so luxurious as to Its
habits as Port Royal. Then one day in
1092 the linger of the Lord shook the
island of Jamaica, and the greater part
of Port Royal sank beneath the sea,
carrying with It hundreds of its Inhabitants. Towers, churches, palaces
and forts went down, many of them
not tumbling In ruins by the shock,
but sinking bodily beneath the waves.
On a bright day, sailing over the
spot where Port Royal once stood, one
can look far down through the clear
water and see the remains of the city
still standing there on the ocean bottom, with fishes swimming about
among Its towers, and great tropiul
seaweeds waving from its sunken
walls.
some
The negroes of Jamaica-a- nd
white people, too will tell you that before a storm the sunken bell of the
great cathedral which went down with
the city on that awful day in 161)2 can
be heard distinctly tolling below the
waves, rung as a warning by the
ghostly hands of the spirits of departed buccaneers which haunt the submarine city. People who do not believe iu
ghosts, but think they have heard the
tolling of the bell, say the explanation
Is that wheu the city sunk the great
bell of the cathedral was not thrown
from its place, but still hangs as It
originally did. The coming storm before it reaches Jamaica stirs up the
waters of the Caribbean and sends iu
upon the shore deep waves, which roll
through the suukeu city and set the

Train
3

4
4
4
5

'vir

S. S. McBRIDE,

G. P. & T. A.,

S. K, HOOPER,

disappear, ami Its remains now lie in
deep water opposite the town of
The original Katvvijk itself now
Is beneath the waters, as also ate the
original tow ns of Schevenlugen, Pom-burand Egmond. In fact, a succession of towns bearing these names Is
now at the bottom of the sea, for they
repeatedly have been rebuilt farther
inland as the Wild sunk and the waves
come In to take possession.
The Goodwin sands, large and dangerous shoals off the southeast coast
of England, were once above the water and formed a flourishing estate,
the property of Earl Godwin. There
was no city on the Godwin estate when
it subsided beneath the sea, but several small villages went dwn to the
deep when the tract of country gradually disappeared beneath the waters.
There are legends which may or may
not be true of lost cities sunk at th
New 'York
bottom of Swiss lakes.
Kat-wlj-

g

Mall.
Oblivion Is the flower that
best on graves. George Sand.
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AdWANTED A woman cook.
dress, Kraployes' Club, U. S. Indian
School, Santa Fe, N. M.

BOOKS.
Without the love of books the richest
man Is poor, but endowed with this
treasure of treasures the poorest man
is rjch. J. A. Laugford.

13

Arrive

Preston

20
23
33
41
47

Leave
Arrive
Loave (c)
Leave
Arrive

Koehler Juno
Koehler
Vermejo

Uiins."
This aud oilier antagonistic
counsel In (lie past and present has,
however, ihmo lit Lie to stem the tide
of lawyers winch Hows at each election
into the house. Sintml Magazine.

The llleiil l.il'e.
To live content with small means, to
seek elegance ralher lliaii luxury and
refinement miner than fashion, to be
worl by, not respectable, aud wealthy,
uol rich; t sluily hard, think quickly,
talk gently, act frankly; to listen to
stars, babes and sages with open
heart; to hear nil cheerfully, do all
bravely, await occasions, hurry never
In a word, to let the spiritual, unhidden
and unconscious grow up
through I lie coiiiinou. William Henry
Chnimln;;.
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Cerrososo

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY
Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank Books Records
and Briefs for Lawyers.

THE

Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
Having been sick for .the past two
years with a had stomach trouble, a
friend gave me a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They did me so much good that I
bought a bottle of them and have
used twelve bottles In all. Today 1
am well of a b.ij stomach trouble.
:u's. John Lowe, Cooper, Maine.
These tablets are for sale by all

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
IE you would be immune from disease, keep the system healthy. Each
successive cold weakens the constitution and reuflers infectious diseases
more
liable. Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy will curd your cold promptly
and restore tne system to its normal
condition. For sale by all druggists.
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
Do you know that rheumatic pains
If yon doubt this
can be relieved?
just try one application of Chamberlain's Pain Balm. It may not give
you relief from pain hut will make

11 40 a, iu.
11

10
30
10 25
3 45
9 25
11

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
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Roswell Automobile Co
New Mexic.

Roswell.

New pieiiGO Employment Bureau
AND

REALTY COMPANY.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured Real

Estate Bought, Sold end Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED ARB TAXES PAID.

Business' of

Non-Resld-

is Attended to.

er

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fftiit Trees.
--

101

Palace Avenue.

Tuen

Nt.

1M.

get trade.

New Mexican advertisers

THE FLORIST

flemington

CUT FLOWERS ALWAYS ON HAND
FLORAL DESIGNS FOR PARTIES, FUNERALS, ETC.
Mail Orders Promptly Attended to
Colorado, Phone 92.
AND DOUGLAS
New Mexico
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rest and sleep possible and that certainly means a great deal to any one
For sale
afflicted with rheumatism.
by all druggists. .
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Two of the best known and host
machines for all purposes on the
Address all communications and In
market.
quiries to the

plains.
"Yes," answered the man who en"but It's
joys modern c inveiiienees,
worth morn." Exchange.

TOPERA,

Bindery in the Southwest

,

Cimarron

The flew nexicati Frinting Company
NJoderrr Book

.

30 p. m.
01 p. tn.

Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all purposes on the market.

The
American

Dtr8t
F",

Arrive 12
.Arrive la

Mail anil Passenger Line between Island train due
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time

Vn'.ne liei't'iveil.
"It costs more to live than It did
years ago," said the man who com-

TYPEWRITERS

Snt

.

.

Roswell Automobile Co

REMIN6T0N.

new mexjca:; psuntiss co

.
.

.

between the two
at
FOR SALE Almost new, a fine lot daily Sunday Included, connection points 5 hours, meals furnished
of kitchen, dining room, parlor and with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
below and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
bed room furniture. Prices
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m,
cost. Apply at New Mexican.
notifying the company two days In
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock advance.

East Las Vegas

I

Raton.
Clifton.

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. in.
(a) Track Connection wltih A., T. & S. P. Ry.
Track Connection with A' T. & S. P. Ry.
(b)
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
RATON, NEW MEXICO.
light housekeeping, near capital. M.
C. Miller.

CORNER

1

No. 8.

Leave (a)
Leave

7

p, in.
p. m,
p. in.

Train

STATIONS

p. in.

quan-tlties-

5

Plat, from
Raton

No. 1.

Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to ititzs, train service, desaddress
criptive literature, etc., call

In Asia Long
fore the (lirlntltin Eril.
Alfalfa Is a native of southwestern
Asia and five centuries prior to the
Christian era had been carried to and
The
cultivated Iu southern. Europe.
Romans used aud appreciated it as a
feed for their chariot and war horses
before the birth of Christ.
From
Italy, In which country its growth has
been maintained continuously to the
present day, it found its way into
x
Spain and France.
The Spaniards during the Spanish invasion carried it Into South America
and Mexico. During the middle of
the nineteenth century it was Introduced into this country through California by the Chileans. Since then It
has gradually spread eastward until
today there is probably not a state or
territory In the I'ulon in which this
oldest of cultivated forage plants is
not grown to some extent. Where this
bell
Another sunken city of renown is plant has come ,to us from Spain, directly or indirect!, it Is known as
Baiue, that ilendid resort on the Italian coast v, here Nero and Caligula alfalfa, while If jrought from other
"reveled and drank deep." A strag- countries of Europe (aud it is in Isolatgling village and. heaps of marble ruins ed instances here and there) It is genstill stand upou the shore aud bear the erally called lucerne, from a valley in
name of Baiae, but the greater part of Switzerland by the same name In
.
the city lies beneath the waters of the which It grows well and 'la large
Louis
St.
NaRepublic.
from
tourists
and
Mediterranean,
ples go out there to gaze down Into the
waters and try to catch a glimpse of
Pretty Xmiies For Books.
The following are some of the curithe submerged city.
The resort of all the wealthy nobles ous titles of old English books:
"A Most Delectable Sweet Perfumed
of Rome when Rome was mistress of
the world, Baiae was a marvel of lux- Nosegay For God's Saints to Smell At."
"Biscuit Baked In the Oven of Charurious splendor. Palace after palace
was built on the shore, and architects ity, Carefully Conserved For the Chickdesigned magnificent structures ex- ens of the Church, the Sparrows of the
Spirit and the Sweet Swallows of Saltending out Into the sea.
When Rome decayed and the Goths vation."
"A Sigh of Sorrow For the Sinners
ravaged Italy, Baiae was sacked by
the Invaders. Soon after the city be- of Zlon Breathed Out of a Hole In the
gan to sink. First the buildings which Wall of an Earthly Vessel Ktforn
had their foundation In the water sub- Among Men by the Name of Samuel
sided beneaih the waves, and then Fish" (a Quaker who had been Impristhe sea made an attack on the land. oned).
"Eggs of Charity I.ayed For the
Gradually the shore line receded, and
the Mediterranean flowed through the Chickens of the Covenant and Boiled
streets where Hadrian had driven his With the Water of Divine Love. Take
imperial chariot und Horace had walk- Ye Out and Eat."
"The Spiritual Mustard Pot to Make
ed thinking of his next poem.
These promontories, crowned with the Soul Sneeze With Devotion."
Most of these were published In the
grand towers and gorgeous palaces,
were undermined aud toppled Into the time of Cromwell.
deep until at last the major part of
Lawyers n Westminster.
the splendid city was submerged. Its
Of the professions and trades repredisappearance was not sudden, like
that of Tort Royal, and due to some sented in the house of commons the
convulsion of nature, but Baiae went law holds first place, but in early
down to its death gradually, as Venice days no class of men gave greater
trouble than the lawyers, and many
is said to be going.
In Holland the subsidence of the were the attempts made to keep them
land lias brought It about that many out of the house, .lames I., wken the
was to be chosen,
towns once populous are now covered parliament of
by the sea. The old Roman camp at advised electors "not to choose curious
Brittenburg, after sinking beneath the and wrangling lawyers, who may seek
1520, only to reputation by stirring needless ques- waves, emerged agaln

linn

Best Equipped and

The line of his railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
including tha Koehler 'Branch, is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Du notiea will
he given ol openln g of other extensions.
M.,

The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;

1(121-2-

Two cents Is. the standard price for
an ordinary trolley fare In Italy,
France or Germany, and 4 cents Is the
London standard.
A system of electric lighting for railroad cars has been tested In England
which works automatically without
care or fresh supplies of any kind for
months at a stretch.
The electrification of thirty miles of
the Rochester division of the Erie railroad is expected to be completed in a
very short time. The company has decided to electrify the remaining seventy miles of the division to Corning,
N. Y., and branches to Dansville,

1907.

28,

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Railway Company.

DIRECT ROUTE

Tbe Fuhiuuh Bella of St. Murk' May
Toll on (Irean'a Dentin Like Those
of Old I'urt ItoyHl The Sunken
filled of the World.
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Daily

SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

Men is 31

miles wrath of Albuquerque,

of the Main

line

LEN, ft.

N. M., i t the

of the Santa Fe System

june-ti- oi

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveatoi anil
points East to San Francisco, Loa Angeles, 1 Fate ani
Old Mexico.
1,000 business anil residence lots, siic

ont with broad 10 and

tliHS

feet, laid

streets, with alleys SO feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and gUnd old
70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000;

church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,S00 people;
large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent
er Mill, capacity 150
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riage.
The Herald could have chronicled
this fact and claimed a
great beat over
all other
contemporaries, and then a
day days later It could have added
that a sudden coolness hud arlseu between the happy
couple. It might
even have discovered that this cool- ness was on account of the fact
that
young Mr. Wutson had met a girl from
Bos'ton who was u summer boarder
In the town and was
trying to get up a

flirtation to while away the vacation.
When his fiancee heard that he had
stood on the dock with the TtnUt
for two hours while she fished
and
that he had baited her hook, advised
her how to hold her fish pole and assisted her to land a dozen sunflsh and
one sucker she gave him to understand
that such conduct could no longer be
tolerated. He had said that he liked
a girl with a temper. He found that
Miss Jennie had one. He stood on his
dignity, and she stood on her rights,
aud so It camo to pass that he was
seen no more at the house of the
widow Wren.
There have been courtships aud engagements and marriages without
these "tiffs," but they have been few
aud far between. No matter what
your sex or how gray your hair, you
like to remember them.
The Daily
Herald didn't announce that Mr.
George Watson and Miss Jennie Wren
had said goodby to each other, but
they had done so, and an hour later
both were wishing they hadn't.
Next morning they were
wishing so
still more, but then the difficulty of
"making up" stared them in the face.
She wouldn't write, and he wouldn't
call, aud how was the thing to be effected? Aud then be heard that she
had taken up with the superintendent of the candy factory, who was an
elderly man and a widower, and she
learned that he had not only been
fishing again with the Boston
girl, but
had taken her for a row on the lake
and was sending her daily boxes of

candy.

Meanwhile the burglar was busy every night. The criminal was 'cute as
well as bold. Sometimes It was found
that he had entered by a first floor
window and Wn again by a second
story. Sometimes It was impossible
to tell how he had entered, but he had
done his work In a thorough manner.
Money and jewelry came first with
him. Afterward he gathered up such
kulckknacks.as suited his fancy. A
vigilance committee was formed to assist the police, but the robberies went
on Just the same. Even Professor Gor- -

importance

nieel him Just once iiml tell him whftt
she thought of bliu mid then lay n
horsewhip over his shoulders. She
didn't want to do It In 11 sensational
uinnuer, however. She simply wanted
a settlement us between the two of
them.
Her small brother bought her the
whip of a harness maker, informed her
that (ieorge was calling at the house
where the Boston girl boarded, and one
dark evening all was ready. Miss
Jennie attended the prayer meeting at

the Methodist church first. The same
course Is recommended to every girl
who contemplates horsewhipping a recalcitrant lover. It will soothe and
calm and prepare her for the business
In hand,
When the prayer meeting was out,
the girl with the whip made her way
ulouo for half a mile aud practiced all
sorts of cuts on the way. She meant to
take George at the gate, red handed,
fts It were.
She was surprised to find

the house dark aud the family apparently gone to. bed, but she entered the
yard and crouched down behind a bush
to make further observations.
Time does uot count wLeu a young
woman Is on n young man's trail. It
may be that an hour hud passed before
Miss Jennie was satisfied that no trick
was being played on her. She had Just
left her bush to make a start for home,
rather sorry and rather glad at the
same time that she hadn't been afforded an opportunity to wield the horsewhip, when u stalwart figure suddenly
stood before her George Wutson, and
sneaking around us If ashamed! lie
hud come up as softly as a cat, and,
though taken entirely by surprise, she
laid on the whip.
At the first blow be leaped back,
with n sort of snarl. At the second he
spraug forward, with a cry, seized her
and threw her over the bush and then
disappeared In the darkness..
She screamed, of course. A dozen
neighbors aud hulf the police force
were routed out, to And the girl In
hysterics, and It was half an hour before she could tell her story. About
the same time It was found that a
nearby house had been burglarized.
There were bluck and blue marks on
Miss Jennie's arms where he had
seized her, and there was no doubt
that she must have been thrown ten
feet high to clear the bush.
There was much excitement for the
next hour or two and lots more fat
copy for the Dally Herald. Then one
of the police force uuined Woodenhead
proved that he had been wrongly
named for long years. He had been
thinking over the catlike approach,
the bruises and the strength of the
assullant, so ho nodded his head and
went down to the tent holding the
grand aggregation aud arrested Professor Gordon and his big chimpanzee.
The feet of the latter were found to
be covered with the dust of the highway, and burled In the earth under
his muster's tent was found most of
the plunder. The big monkey had not
only lieeu used to do tricks to alnuso
an audience, but to earn dlshouest
profits for his master. The Daily Her- aid had a three column account of the
affair, but there was one excitlug incident that "our reporter'' did uot secure. It occurred about 0 o'clock in
the morning, just as Jennie Wren was
recovering her fright. George Watson called at the widow's house, and
the, door was opened to him by the
widow's daughter.
"Well, sir, what Is It?" she asked,
with her heart In her mouth.
He did a very cool thing In reply.
He bent forward and kissed her, and
when she tried to draw away he kissed
her again, and presently both were ex.
pjajniug and. teUlinj how. sorry thej
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The
,
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

railroad

tttimatot.

FAST

LIMITED

MAIL AN)

EXPRESS,

FREKIflT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL 00
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO
BELI,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The
ed

offered ara in the center of the city,, well prat(many of them improved by crltivaiion) ; no sad w
lot--

We

a first claws bakery, tailor aop. shoo
house, jeweler, plumbing shoj., planing mill, coai mi wool
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc.; ate., aie a frst

gravel.

ljt

modern h'jisl.

Our priofts of lots are low and terms
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d

o

One-thir-

BELEN T0WJVISITE

cash.

Two-third-

era. a. iiaeia,, umMt,

more,

may remain on note, with mongag

s

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent,
Apply at .nce for ma sad

TOSH 110K11, Pmiimt,

eay payment;
purchase

the ekoiewt kit,,

ink-res-t

tharac-i-

rif. it, tn wis
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
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Belen is the largest shipping point

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

at a
. die runic mid galloped through the burg at
midnight Its readers were botiud to sit
up and tuke notice.
The uimouucenieiita on Mil
run that Professor Gordon had arrived
in town with his wonderful aggregation of wild anlmuls and would stop
for some time, giving dully and
nightly
exhibitions at lo cents a head, and that
a daring burglary had been committed
flu night previous at the bouse of Mr.
"one of our wealthiest
(ieorge
and most eUeeined citizens."
ItorbeMvllli) was duly excited, and
the enterprise of the Daily Herald was
duly pnilsed. When an enterprising
daily taper gets hold of one big thing,
It
generally follows that another is
lying ready at hand. It was so In tills
case. Another during
burglary followed rliu (ii'tit, and, although the announcement was made that the police wero
active, It had to be admitted that there
was no clew. The clow, however,
lay
In the hands of
pretty Jennie Wren,
the
daughter of
widow Wren, but neither she nor any one else knew it at the
time. Had the Herald paid strict attention to society events, which it didn't,
owing to the fact that its one reporter
couldn't spread himself over more than
five or six departments at once, something would have been said weeks before concerning the engagement of
Miss Wren and George Watson. The
latter was the sou of the leading grocer of the town and its best catch.
After having bestowed his attentions
Upon various young ladies he had finally and definitely fallen in love, with
Jennie and asked her band In mar-
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y.
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were and they would never do It again
and
Well, you know how those things go,
If you don't, then you have missed n
good tiling aud don't deserve to be
told thut the happy couple were mar
ried in the fall and life went well wit!
them forever after.
After All.
iuere was not one of Mr. Beat's
family who did not try to devise a sys
tem or memories for him, from his
wife down to his youngest dnughter-llaw, but none of the systems proved
satisfactory. It was his wife's Idea to
tlo strings on Mr. Deal's fingers, and
one afternoon be appeared before his
youngest daughter-in-lawith the
thumb of bis left hand wound about
wllh yellow cord.
"Will you give mo u cup of tea, Ma
nun, so I shall have strength enough
to go home and confess I can't remember what this thumb wns tied up for?'
ne asiceu rueruny. "I'm getting worse
and worse, and I presume my wife Is
about discouraged with me."
"Why, Father Real," said the pretty
w compassionately, "your
(lauguter-iii-ii- i
thumb Is all red. You Just let mo untie
that cord and bathe It with ulcohol and
water."
"Oh, It's all right!" cried Mr. Heal
joyfully. "That was what I was to get.
I remember now alcohol for the eliaf- iug dish!" Youth's Companion.

THE GOLDEN RULEOFTHREE
Three things to
just and
honest.
Three things to live courage, affection and gentleuess.
Three things to govern temper,
tongue and conduct.
Three things for which to
or,
home and country.
Three tbings to cherish the true, the
beautiful and the good.
Three things about which to think-ll- fe,
death and eternity.
Three things to commend thrift, Industry and promptness.
Three things to despise cruelty, arrogance and Ingratitude.
Three things to love the wise, the
virtuous and the innocent.
Three things for which to
lth,
friends and contentment.
Three things to admire-dlgul- ty,
gracefulness and Intellectual power.
ess
Three things to
of
heart, Integrity of purpose and cheerfulness of disposition. Leadership.
be-p- ure,

fight-hon-

wish-hea-

attalu-goodii-

PuaToucity

of

Hat.

Uniform steps.

.A glove manufacturer took from a
cabinet a handsome pair of brown
"These gloves are made of
gloves.
ratskin," he said. "They look well at
first glance, but examine them carefully. Look into the skiu. The skin,
though Soft nud fine, revealed on close
Couldn't Help If.
A well known Allegheny clergyman examination a great many cuts and
recently spoke ut n religious service In scars anil scratches. None of these
the penitentiary In Woods Iiun. He weut quite through. Nevertheless their
noticed that one of the convicts seem- effect was to weaken the gloves great
ed extraordinarily
After ly. "Those cuts and scars," said the
Impressed.
Ihe service he sought him out and conmanufacturer, "are what bur ratskin
out of gloveniaklug. You never get a
tinued the good work by remarking:
"My friend, I hope you will profit by skin without them; hence you can't
my remarks Just now aud become a turn the damaged skiu into a good
new man."
Kats fight so much that they
glove.
"Indeed I will," was the cheerful re- become at an early age u muss of
ply. "In fact, I promise to you that I scars. Their torn hides are of no use
will never commit another crime, but to commerce."
will lead an exemplary life to my dying clay."
Loudou'a Klrat Balloon Aacent.
"I am very glad to heur you say
When Lunardt made the first balloon
that," said the clergyman, "but nre you ascent from London In 17S4 he had for
"citnlii you will be able t keep the fellow passengers a cat, a dog uud a
promise:
pigeon. Such was the excitement causFOR THE CROUP.
"Oh. yes." sit Id the convict: "I'm la ed by thUi ascent that a jury, deliberlull for life." Harper's Weekly.
ating on the fate of u criminal, returned a hasty verdict of acquittal In order A Simple Remedy That la Said to Be
Very Effective.
A I self km Door.
uot to miss the spectacle, while King
When a doctor cannot be secured
Where there is a useless door, which George HI. broke up a meeting of his
for various reasons must lie continual council to watch the progress of the promptly In an emergency It Is neces
to have a good remedy always on
ly closed, Its unsightly appearance may balloon. It was In the following year, sary
hand when children are Inclined to be
be artistically treated by nailing bur 1785, that an adventurous Dublin uncroupy.
lap across it, selecting a color harmo dergraduate, Mr. Magulre, made a bal
A mother who will provide herself
nizing as closely as possible with that loon ascent and was actually knighted
with half a pint of raw linseed oil can
of the wall paper In the room. When by the lord lieutenant for his courage.
fight the worst case of croup she may
this 1ms been put in place put shelves
meet with. It is said to be an unfall
across for books, so filling np the enDon't Be a Senaltlve 1'laot.
The sensitive plant Is fouud in the lng remedy, uud for quick results it
tire doorway. By allowiug the top
shelf to project beyond its fellows a church. The pastor has a difficult time beats anything else which can be given
rod may be put across below It and keeping him In humor to do church for that dread disease.
Half a teaspoonful is a dose unless
curtains hung to the floor, the wider work. The sensitive plant is found lu
shelf also permitting a row of orna political circles. The candidates must the child Is choking very badly. Then
ments or jardinieres to complete the handle him with gloves. The sensitive give n teaspooiiful.
It acts two ways. Iu the first stu
cabinet effect. In a bedroom a closed plant Is found In all avenues of hu
of
croup, where there is not much
door to another apartment may be con- man activity.
Most generally he Is a
verted Into a wardrobe by nailing a nuisance. Don't be one. Columbia mucus, it is loosened and carried off
through the bowels.
shelf above the lintel of the door and Herald.
In the second stage it causes vomit
putting hooks underneath this and also
mg; nur, unui;e ipecac, it leaves no
An Awful Realisation.
along the ejsed door beneath. Hang
cretonne curtains from the shelf to the
First Tramp (shuddering with terror soreness of the throat as an after dif
ficulty.
floor and tuck them on the sides to the and clasping bis companion's
arm)
It Is rarely uecessary to give more
door Jumbs to keep out the dust.
Say, Ike, look at wot that there sign
than one dose, when the child will get
lays, I wlsht ye wouldl Second Tramp
relief and go to sleep again.
-- Wot sign, Aleck? First Tramp-W- 'y,
To Whiten the Band.
This simple remedy Is one tnat Is
This Is a liquid whltener for the that there sign ou de big brick buildln'.
hands: Take one quart of water, pre- It says "Iron wolks," Ike, an' we've within the reach of every mother and
one that can be kept In the house at all
viously boiled and strained; alcohol, got Iron In our blood! 1 wonder la It
and while It is In the house the
times,
wolklu'
now.
News.
oxide
of
one
zinc,
ounce;
Chicago
thirty drops;
dread membranous croup need cause
bichloride of mercury, eight grains,
no terrors. Boston Traveler.
A Craven'a Haven.
glycerin, twenty drops. Take four
Mrs. Hicks (relating burglar scare)
ounces of the water and heat It to
Tea, I beard a uolse and got up, and
boiling,, dissolve the bichloride of merCool and Thoughtful,
cury in thin hot water and add the al- there under the bed I saw a man's legs,
"Yes," said the warden, "he was the
cohol. Mix the zinc and glycerin to- Mrs. W'lcks
TheMercy!
burglar's? coolest and most
thoughtful convict
No; my husband's. He had heard the who ever broke
gether in a bowl, pour the larger porJail."
tion of the quart of water In, atir, then fcoise too." Boston Trantcrlpt
"You don't say!" exclaimed the visadd all the diluted bichloride of meritor.
cury and alcohol. Bottle and shake alTboae Good Old Daya.
"Yes; he left behind him a note to
ways before using. Apply the liquid
"Dear, I wish you would lay down the governor of the state beginning, '1
with a small soft velvet sponge.
your novel and come and button my hope you will pardon me for the libershirt for me."
ty I'm taking.'
Standard
Oronae Ktg;
Dear me, I never saw such a help and Times.
The eggs of a grouse vary from eight less man! I'd like to kny,v how you
to fourteen and are of a reddish white buttoned your shirts before you were
Tbt? Intention Wns Uood.
ground color, almost entirely covered married."
Governess You're a naughty little
with large spots of Amber brown.
"My shirts had buttons on them In girl, Chrlstauei, to kick your cousin
those
like that. Chrlstauei I didn't kick
Star.
A Lone Trala.
her. Governess Oh, hush, dear! I
The train of the dress worn by
saw you kick her several times. Chris-tabModest.
Catherine de Medici on her marriage In
I didn't.
"Is that all the work you can do In a
I missed her every
1533 with Henri, second son of Franclf day?"
asked the discontented em- time. Punch.
I., king of France, measured no leas ployer. ;
t
than
"Well, sun," answered Erastns Pink-ley- ,
Jumping at Conclaaloua.
yards lu length and
"I see that the 'human ostrich' Is no
was carried by ten pairs of pages.
"I s'pose I could do mo', but 1
never was much of a hand foh showln more. He's the cbnp who swallowed
nails, needles aud hatpins. And he
Star.
tilnaa Bruahea.
cbewed glass too."
Glass brushes are used by artist
'I see. He chewed so much glass
who decorate nhlna. They are made of
Abseuce of occupation Is not rest; a
glass fibers to thin that they seem llkt mind, quite vacant Is a mind distress-- d. that he got a pain." Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
pun silk.
Cowper.'

-

.

days."-Indlana-

forty-eigh-

polls

ells Fargo & Company

With Thriu Many
llownataira
Would He Averted.
Falls on Btuircases are of rather com
mou occurrence, especially in houses
where the stairs are steep, dark or
built with sharp turns. The frequent
causes of serious fails have suggested
that the likelihood of accident of thin
kind would be lessened considerably
If all steps were built according to a
TO
standard of height and breadth.
A child's fall on the slairs is apt to
be bad enough, and for an adult it
but
may have serious consequences,
for an aged person the result l not
unlikely to be fatul: hence It is held
MM
that tlie construction of staircases de
serves more attention than is ordina Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fsrgo
rily paid to it.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
Is
The trouble
that stair climbing is
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
not a natural method of progression
for the human being. A child may
Payable Throughout the United States,
lVoico
learn to walk with ease, but it Is
and all Foreign Countries
long time before It can ascend a stair
way In un upright position without
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAFH.
losing its balance. Stairs have been
brought about by necessity, however,
and the ordinary person lias become so
accustomed to them that he dashes up
and down' them without paying any
more heed to his steps than If he wer
walking on a surface level. Motion be
comes purely met lianicul, without any
effort of will, and the muscles of the
leg automatically adjust themselvei
so as to lift the foot to the height o
the steps on the stairway most fre
quently used. The stride unconscious
ly becomes adapted to a certain height
In taking steps.
This unconscious estimate of height
renders double the servicejff
jfe!
often is the cause of many fulls. When
a different stairway Is used the foot I
unaccustomed to the pitch, aud hence
a trip Is likely to occur. On narrow
and steep staircases there should be u
hand rail on each side. The iuslluctivi
clutch following a stumble would
mean Uie saving of many lluilis and
The New Mexican Printing Company clairiis to do the best
heads. But the surest way to obviate
accidents would be to standardize all printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
stairways, at least In the matter of of belter grades of printing and binding caters particularly to
height. New York Tress.
people who want something a little ont of the
or a little

Express.

General Express Forwarders

All

Parts of the World
MONettt

Csrac.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

pjli

la

ordinary
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but docs claim that its work ia always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate
knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The TSTew
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, ,N M.

Rtifebe Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND Y0UESELF WRITING THE
IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORI
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE TEEY BAYS
TIME, AND TIME IS Jf OKlY
SAYi.
.

SAME THING FREQUENTLY

PRICE-LISStamp, not over

T

lof

inches
Each additional line on same stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not ever 3 inches long. ,10e
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
On-liStamp, over 3J and not over iacb.es long. . , .
Each additional line on sami stamp, 80c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches loni;, pei inch
Each additional line, same prie.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, Ms rtr.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha- lf
inch ta site, w charg
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch oi fraetio.
One-lin- e

i

ne

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for fen years
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Mode! Band. Datfr

l.

)t)

l(k
jg
$1.50

Fac Simile Signatures, Rubbar SUmp and Wod Cut, 1 JO
Pearl Check Protector
j 99
SELF INKING STAMF PADS,
ljri j, 10c; 2i3i, lie; Ji31, 81c; 8Jx4, Wc;
lOe;
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESI

flEtf rEXICAfl
SAHTA

II,

PRIJVTIJVG CO.

NEW MIUCO.

,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.3U.

r

CURE

BUTCHS!

BAIEIS,

SIXTH

(Continued from Page Four)
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LAST EXPOSED

Sabino Lujan, a jeweler of East l.us
Vegas, has returned home after a visit

this city.
Mrs. Pedro Perea, of Bernalillo, well
known In this city, is In I.ns Vegas on
a visit to relatives.
Max CS'ordhaus, of Las Vegas, vice
president and general manager of the
Charles Ilfeld Mercantile Company,
which corporation is one of the largest In the southwest and has wholesale establishments In Las Vegas, in
Albuquerque and In Santa Rosa,
readied the city lasft night on business and to look Into Legislative affairs. Mr. Nonlhaus has been a
resident of the Meadow City for twenty-four
years and Is one of the Clearest headed and most far sighted as
well as best informed of the merchants and financiers of 'the Sunshine
Territory.
,1. Van Ilonlen, general manager of
the St. lxmis, Rocky Mountain and
Pacific Railroad Company, of various
coal corporations and of the Maxwell
Land Grant, is registered at the Palace Hotel. Mr. Van Houten is a leading figure among the railroad oHicials
and coal property managers in the
great west and a man who has done
yeoman and successful service for
the upbuilding of the great resources
of Colfax County.' To him more than
any other one .man is due the great
advancement and progress made in his
section during recent years.
District Attorney Alexander Read
whose home is in Tlerra Amarilla, in
Rio Arriba County, reached the city
Saturday night on legal business and
to look after Legislative affairs.
Hon. Carl A, Dalies, member of the
Legislative Council from the Eleventh
Distrlot, visited his home at Willard
and his family Saturday and yesterday. He returned to the Capital last
In

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250 San

Francisco Street,
Meat Market Telephone No. 49.

(irocery Telephone No. 4.

FRUIT.
Dried fruit is now on sale from the
M'c are in receipt of a car of eastern
190G crop. We are offering prunes In
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
,
especially attractive packages,
Among these are included the
packages
packages,
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
packages we offer as folare quoting very attractive prices on and
these goods, which are all the very lows:
In
size, very large fruit, 15,
best that It is possible for high grade
40, and 65 cents.
factories to turn out.
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
Ferndell corn, can 13c, doz. $1X0,
10, 25 and 40 cents.
case 53.00.
We also have the fruit In bulk and
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
in
boxes.
case $3.00.
On full boxes our price Is very atFerndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
tractive; if you can use so much aslt
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
for price.
35
2
cents.
Blue Label Peas, cans for
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
cents.
pound, 12
cents.
Apricots, per pound, 25
Evaporated
25
15
and
"Heinz'
Apple Butter,
cents.
cents,
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
and 25 cents.
15
cents.
pint,
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
SUNBURST.
1
pound of California Figs, cooking,
The Sunburst Brand of canned veg- for 10 cents.
A little lemon added to figs or
The
etables is packed in Kansas.
freight rate is lower than from far- peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
ther east and the goods are of very Dried fruit should be soaked over
fine quality. We offer the following night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly In the same water until
hergains for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can, tender. Quick cooking without soak
Sunburst
12
case $2.25.
ing will ruin the best dried fruit.
2 pounds
of the finest Imported
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
dates for 25 cents.
12
case $2.50.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
or other nut meats make a delightful
15; case $3.00.
confection.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.
DRIED

GOODS.

Fern-dell-

30-- 10

COAL s WOOD
$S.7u
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton.$G.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
$5.75 j Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
Monero lump
Four-foo- t
wood, per cord. .. .$3.50
$5.50
Raton lump
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75 ',

CAPITAL NirCOAL YAED.
i

GrBeld

Ave.,

A., T. A S. F. Depot.

'J'hoiie No.

85

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried .it "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- - I buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant Cub
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado H"tel.

evening.
AV. H. Jack, of Silver City, manager of the Crowfoot Cattle Company,
and a member of the Territorial Cat
tle Sanitary Board, arrived in thc

city last evening coming from Denver where lie attended the National
Livestock Growers' Association. Mr.
Jack came to attend a meeting of the
Territorial Cattle Sanitary Board in
this city today.
.. V. Mahoney and A. W. Pollard,
of Doming, arrived this morning from
the south. Mr. Mahoney Is a leading
merchant of his town and member of
the Territorial Board of Equalization
while Mr. Pollard occupies an enviable position as an attorney and counsellor at law. The gentlemen came
on legislative business, but disclaimed
any intention of desiring a new county. They say that Luna County Is
good enough and that Demlng is a
first rate county seat.
commisFrancisco Soma,
,
sioner and Eutimio Salazar, of
are in town visiting friends and
interested in legislative proceedings.
Hugh H. Harris has returned to
Santa Fe' from Denver where he attended the annual convention of the
American National Live Stock Association. While there he was informed
uf his appointment as supervisor of
the Manzano and Mount Taylor Forest Reserves which were created a
few months ago.
Captain E. G. Austen of Las Vegas,
president of the New Mexico Cattle
Sanitary Board, arrived last night In
the Capital, and Is a guest at the

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
Wood Eatra Dry, Cut ta Fit Ymtr 5 tor
CERRILLOS
I DtJivcrei to Aw
fLi Part of the Giyrs
HAGAN
aim! StoT

Charles S. Peterson of Las Vegas,
circulation manager of the Las Vegas
Optic, returned last, night to the Capital after a brief visit at his home in
i
the Meadow City.
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo of Albuquerque, was an arrival yesterday In the
Capital.
Mr. and Mrs. A. :M. Bergere will
leave this evening for Albuquerque,
where they go to meet their daughter
Miss Nina Otero and Hon. and Mrs.
Solomon Luna who have just reached
that city from New York. Mrs. Luna
underwent a surgical operation while
in the east and has completely recovered.
She is reported' a ibeing in
better health now than for some time
past.
INCREASED

rrOKAGK; We
TRjtKSrXK .
Br&ac Oa5ce
Santa
fa.
jfae 35

r

IT DOESN'T COST

ytl

Hswl

i

Ymvt

HsTufcU

at Certifies,

W.

M.

ANYTHING

AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
TO COME

TkUe

IN AND LOOK

Piggeat Curia Stora

la the West

MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF AIL DESCRIPTIONS AT
OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
MEXICAN

FIVE

SOUVENIR

You

Can't

Miss

FOR

FIVE CENTS

the Place

J. S. CANDELARI0.

I
I

POSTAL CARDS

THE CURIO MAN.
301-30-

San Franclsr--

o

$treet.

Look for the Old Mexican

Cart.

CLOUDINESS
WITH

J

3

M. A. Otero.

home of

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

Ord

' 1907.

Pharmacy

WILL DO IT.
Personal Mention.

OFFICE

28,

White Pine Cough Sysup

COLD!

CANNED

JANUARY

The Ireland Pharmacy Cold Cttte or

THAT

GHOCEHS,

MONDAY.'

RAIN

OR SNOW

Increasing cloudiness tonight with
rain or snow in north portion Tuesday. That 'Was the forecast today of
the local weather prophet. The temperature at 6 o'clock this morning was
20 degrees.
The lowest temperature
last night was 25 degrees. The maximum temperature yesterday was 42
degrees at 3:35 p. m, and the minimum temperature 19 degrees at 3:50
a, m. The mean temperature was
30 degrees' and the relative humidity
72 per cent.
Saturday's maximum temperature
was 37 degrees at 2;10 a. m. and the
minimum temperature 21 degrees at
midnight, The mean temperature was
29 degrees and the relative humidity
7(1

per icent.

If you cannot afford to pay for a
(ally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
Mew Mexican Review and get the
'ream of the week's doings. It is f
good paper to send to your friends.

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom
ach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation

f

f

to

ink.
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to be for the Standard that it should
The
be changed and it was changed as that
and
would desire."
roll company naturally
Perfect System of Espionage,
Mr.
In discussing the assertion conStud'ley.
tained in the report that "the rui of
The journal of Friday's proceedings its
competitors has been a distinct
was read In English and upon motion
of the policy of the Standard Oil
part
duly seconded and carried, was ortho commission says one
Company,"
dered approved as read.
method has been the organization of a
House
Speaker Baca Introduced
of espionage over the
Bill Numifoeir six, an act to provide perfect system
of its competitors, resultshipments
for the completion of the Scenic Highing in knowledge as to the destinaway from Santa to Las Vegas. Refer- tion of
every car of oil leaving the rered to the Finance Committee.
of an Independent. The Standfinery
introduced
Baca
House
Speaker
ard agent at the destination, says the
Bill Number Seven, an net to approreport, is held responsible if the inpriate fundit to buy land upon which
to erect a Governor's residence at dependent oil is sold.
"It does not appear," says the reSan a Fe. Referred to the Finance
port, "that the railroad companies
Committee.
have directed the furnishing of this
Speaker Baca introduced House BUI
to
extend the information, or that the practice has
Number Bight, an act
been sanctioned by superior officials
corporate limits of Santa Fe. Re- of
the roads, but it does appear that
ferred to Committee on Corporations.
Mr. Ruppc introduced House Bill such information is systematically obNumber Nine, an act to prohibit gam- tained from railroad employes. The
testimony shows that the Standard al
bling In New Mexico. Referred to one
time, If It does not now, devoted
Commllteo on Judiciary.
Mr. Beach introduced
House Bill a fund to the purpose of obtainng this
Number Ten, tan act to revise sec- Information. It has frequently haption IMS, of the Compiled Laws of pened, when the supply of Independent
1R97.
Referred to the Committee on oil in a particular territory was low
and a shipment was peculiarly necesFinance.
Mr. Blernbaum Introduced
House sary, that the shipment has unaccountInformation also
Bill Number Eleven, an net to short- ably gone astray.
en the time for paying delinquent tax- appears to have been given the Union
Tank Line, a creature of the Standard,
es, etc. Referred to Committee on
concerning the whereabouts of its
Judiciary.
Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe, introduced cars, while such information was not
House Bill Number Twelve, an act furnished to other owners of tank cars
to amend certain sections of the and some discrimination In tank car
to mileage in favor of the tank line is
Compiled Laws of 1897, relative
the offices of County Treasurer and shown for one railroad."
Collector. The bill wa reHas the Inside Track,
ferred to the Committee on Finance. - It is asserted that it is the pracMr. Beach introduced House Joint tice of the
Standard, whenever a
Resolution Number Two, for a new
erects a storage tank
(o
election and registration Taw.
which the oil is transferred from the
House Joint Resolution Number tank car to reduce the
price of oil
Two was read. Mr. Beach then moved in that locality to such a
point as to
that the rules be suspended and make the business unprofitable to
House Joint Resolution Numlber Two such competitor, while
prices were
be read the thirld time preparatory to maintained in other localities, There
as
reasons
his
He
that
passage.
was such complaint that the railroads
gave
as other members were contemplating allowed the Standard to erect iis
the introduction of similar bills, thej tanks at convenient
points on the
could confer with the proper commit right, of way and declined to
accord
tee and draft a bill that would be this privilege to
independent refinsuitable to all, thus saving time.
ers. The commission says it is satTho motion of Mr. Beach prevailed isfied that such 'discrimination has
by a unanimous vote.
been very generally practiced in the
Mr. Ruppe moved that House Reso
past
lution Number Two be now passed
Tho report shows "that at present
The motion carried unanimously and every considerable ' railroad in the
the resolution was declared passed by United Slates Is buying of the Galena
the Speaker.
Oil Company, one of the Standard
Honso
Joint Resolution Number companies, most of its
lubricating and
Three was Introduced by Mr. Beach signal oils, the prices
paid for lu
and read by .Chief Clerk Staplin. It bricating oil, which is of three
grades
asked that the Assembly members lie being of "substantially the same to
supplied with a vest pocket edition of the various railroads. The contracts
a roster of Territorial officials, mem- generally contain a
guarantee to the
bers of the Legislature, committees, effect that the cost of lubricating shall
etc.
not exceed a certain sum per mile or
lTpon motion of Mr. Beach, seconded engine mile, and provides for oil inand carried, the rules were suspended spectors appointed l)y the oil comand the resolution was read a third pany to supervise the use of the oil.
time preparatory to passage.
The Galena Company is rarely called
Upon motion of Mr. Blernbaum, sec- upon to pay anything under the guaronded and carried, the House passed anty, and the prices obtained
by the
unani- oil company are
Resolution Number Three
extravagantly high.
mously.
Uils of the same grade could be
Chief Clerk Martin of the Council bought in the open market for about
then announced that President Spiess onejhalf the Galena company's prices."
had signed Council Joint Resolutions
The report severely arraigns
the
Number One and Two and Council Standard's methods of competition,
Memorial Number One.
saying:
Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe, then asked
Deceived the Public.
the Speaker to announce a meeting
"The Standard has repeatedly, afof the Committee on Education followter becoming the owner of a
ing adjournment of the House. The
to opannouncement, was made and the erate It company, continued
under the old name, carrying
House
tomorrow the
until
adjourned
idea to the public that the commorning at 10 o'clock.
pany was still independent and
with the Standard.
It has
used such purchased or Independently
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
organized companies to kill off competitors by such companies reducing
prices. The operation of such fake
Change of Postmaster.
James W. Bennet has been ap- independent concerns has been one
pointed postmaster at Weed, Otero of its most effective means of destroyCounty.
ing competitions. The Standard has
Promotion for Hugh H. Harris.
habitually reduced the price against
Hugh H. Harris of Santa 'Fe, has its competitor in a particular locality,
been promoted to the position of su- while maintaining its prices at other
was depervisor of the Manzano and Mount places. When competition
Taylor Forest Reserves, and will as- stroyed it advanced or restored formsume his new duties on February 1. er prices. The Standard has sold difHis headquarters will be at Albuquer- ferent grades of oil at different prices
It has paid
que. The advancement of Mr. Har- from the same barrel.
ris came unsolicited and was a com- employes of independent oil compaplete surprise to him. He was notified nies for information as to the busiof his appointment as supervisor of ness of these competitors and has
the two new forest reserves while in paid employes of industrial companies
Denver attending the convention of to secure the adoption of its oil in
the American National Live Stock preference of that of its competitors.
Association by Clifford Flnchot, fores- It has followed every barrel of inter in cbarge of the Bureau of For- dependent oil to destination. It has
estry. The Manzano Forest Reserve tampered with the oil Inspectors In
was created on November 6, 1905, and different states. The laws of several
embraces 459,720 acres In the Man- states concerning the inspection of
zano Mountains'.
The Mount Taylor oil are singularly defective and this
Forest Reserve was created on Oc- has been turned to profit by the
tober 5, 190(5, and contains 110,525 Standard.
acres, surrounding Mount Taylor. Mr.
Competitive Methods Unfair.
"The commission's only knowledge
Harris has been forest guard and assistant ranger on the Jemez Forest of the competitive, methods of the
Reserve for about two years under Standard Oil Company it tout obtained
Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp. Prior to from evidence taken under oath "In
that time he was city editor of the this investigation. Th? Standard was
Santa Fe New Mexican. His promo given permission to explain or rebut
tion Is a well merited one and carries the facts.
with It a handsome Increase in salary
"This, If true, demonstrated that
the competitive methods of the com- as well as added responsibility.

met at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
chaplain offered the Invocation
Chief Clerk Staplin then read the
all responding present except

pany in the past have been unfair and
disreputable. Its motto has been the
destruction of competition at any
cost and this policy has been pursued
without much reference to decency or
conscience and it Is significant that
the larger Independent refiners sell
the greater part of their production
In foreign countries.. One independent testified that 75 per cent pf his
product went abroad and said that he
could compete with the Standard in
Germany, where its methods, as followed in this country would not be
tolerated, 'but that he could not com"
pete with it here.
Remedies Are Suggested.
Oil the question of remedies
the
report says:
"More than anything
else ' the
to the
pipe line has contributed
Standard Oil Company, and its supremacy must continue until its rival
enjoys the same transportation facilities.
The amended act to regulate
commerce makes the pipe lines common carriers subject to that act, and
the power to prescribe just and reasonable rates, regulations antf practicIs
es, after complaint and hearing,
conferred upon the commission. But
the pipe 4lne tariffs filed with the
commission are alleged to be of no
actual advantage to the independent
operators. The commission only can
act upon these schedules after complaint 1ms been made challenging specific rates, regulations or practices.
Some complaints are now pending.
How far the amended act will prove
adequate to such Injustice as now
exists In respect to this traffic remains to be seen.
"Since in the past petroleum rates
have not always been established to
promote, but often to check traffic,
arid the tariffs are more or less permeated with discriminations in favor
of the Standard Oil Company, having
been built up during a series of years
in that view, it may be that this discrimination will never be eliminated
by a process of complaint against a
specific rate or practice.
Judging by the past, discriminations
as to this traffic may arise more frequently than those now existing can
be routed out by that method. As to
no other important traffic Is "there an
approach to the monopoly of .the
Standard Oil In that of oil. Under
these conditions it may become necessary to the uprooting of established
wrongs and tho prevention of others
that the government shall fix In the
first instance of rates and regulations
for the transportation of this traffic.
This method has been adopted by the
legislature of one state. It probably
will be found necessary to disassociate
it in the case of oil, as in that of
other commodities, the function of
transportation from that of production
What other remeand distribution.
dies in addition to those already provided it may be necessary to prescribe
can he better determined in the near
future by the results of experience
in administering the present law."

DRUB
Laxative Fruit Svnip
THE IRELAND

.PHARMACY.

SUFFERS

Washington, D. C, Jan. 28. American Consul General Rodgers at Shanghai, China, cabled the state department today regarding the Chiness famine. He strongly advises that money
contributions be sent instead of food
at the present time. Provisions, he
says, can be purchased at Shanghai
at favorable prices. The time saved
is the greatest object, as immediate
relief is needed.
advertisers get trade.

New Mexican

REPORT.

MARKET
MONEY

AND

METALS.

New York, Jan. 28. Prime mercantile paper 5
Money on call steady 2
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 2S. Spelter
quiet, $G.G56.G71-2- .
New York, Jan. 28. Copper firm,
24.2524.50; lead steady, GG
Silver 08'
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Atchison, 1013-8- ; Pfd., 100.
New York Central, 12G
Pennsylvania, 132
Southern Pacific, 92
Union Pacific, 171; Pfd., 92.
Copper, 111
Steel, 44
Pfd., 105.
'

GRAIN,

LARD

PORK,

Chicago,

Jan.

111.,

AND RIBS.
Wheat, May

28.

77

8
78; July 77
Corn, May 45
July 45
38 ; July 35
Oats, May 37
Pork, May $1(1.92
July $17.07
77
Urd, May 97
July
$9.77
Ribs', May $9.50; July $9.57
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Jan. 28. Wool, steady.

Territory and western mediums, 23h
28c; fine medium, 1821c; fine, 15
17c.

LIVE

STOCK.

Kansas City, Jan. 28. Cattle receipts 9,000, including 300 southerns,
steady; native steers $4G.G0; southern steers
$3.505.25; southern
cows $2.25(iT5.2S; native cows and
heifers $2.25(!f5; stackers and feeders
$3.75fff5.75; bulls $2.754.25; calves
$3.2507.50; western fed steers $3.75
5.75; western fed cows $2.254.25.
Sheep receipts 8,000, steady;
$4.755.75; lambs $G.7S7.50;
juuko wmutTs 'iigo.iu; iea ewes
(55.25.

Chicago, Jan.
receipts,
best steady, others weak.
Beeves, $1.007.00; cows and heifers,
$1.505.10; stockors and feeders, $2.40
4.70; Texuns, $3.7504.50; calves,
$G.0O8.25.
Sheep Receipts. 5,000; strong to
higher.
Sheep, $3.C5?5.70;
lambs,
30,000;

$4.75577.80.

Minor City Topics.

FREE
Reading Rooms

(Continued From Page Nine.)

Choice Line of

J. W. Patterson this morning entered upon the discharge of his duties
as day clerk at the Hotel Claire. He
formerly held a similar position in
Chicago.
The bazaar to be given under the
auspices of the Sisters of Charity will
be held all next week in the entertainment hall of .Loretto Academy.
J. W. Blanchard Is reported as being
In a critical condition at his home on
Garfield Avenue. He has been suffering for about two weeks with a severe
attack of indigestion.
Those who will take part in the
Elks Minstrel will not practice this
evening at Elks' Hall, the rehearsal
being postponed on account of the
concert at the Presbyterian. Church.
Instead, a rehearsal commencing at
7:30 o'clock tomorrow evening will be

g

RELIEF
FOR FAMINE

IMMEDIATE

EASY

CHAIRS.

CIGARS AND TOBACCO
AT THE

PLAZA

BILLIARD

POOL

ADN

PARLORS

.Why not spend an eve there?
Side Plaza.
GEO. O. CLARK.

East

Proprietor.
JUST RECEIVED A new line of
Flowers, Malines, etc., at Miss A.
Mugler's, Southeast Corner Plaza.
Subscribe for tte Daily New Mexl
can and get the news.

held.

"Citizenship" was the subject of a
stirring 'sermon delivered at the
Church of the Holy Faith yesterday
by Rev. E. McQueen Gray of Carlsbad.
Episcopal missionary for the district
comprising the Pecos Valley,'
In publishing the bill providing for
the election of district attorneys by
popular vote Saturday, the third district attorney district was inadver
tently omitted. It is composed of the
counties of Colfax and Union.
When in need of anything on earth,
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results. "

DR. DIAZ'

SANITARIUM.

Cor. Water SI. and Oaspir Ave.

SANTA

NEW MEXICO.

FE

8

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
V

HEATED.

STEAM

ALL MODERN C0NVENI-

-

ENCES FOR SICK

2
8

PEOPLE.
PRICES;

$16

to $50 per Week.
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DUDROW

Undertakers and
Etnbalmers
All Kinds of

Picture Framing

Cleanses the systm
and clears DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

thoroughly
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

Day 'Phone 35
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